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OBITUARY
Elizabeth Anne Tindell Bishop. 4th March 1943-17th January 2007
Beth, as she was known to all, was the oldest of four
children of a family living near Shrewsbury in
Shropshire. She obtained an Honours Degree in
English Literature at Birmingham University, and
joined the Welsh Office as a Civil Servant in the Land
Registry. She was devoted to wildlife, and her interest
in archaeology developed during a University training
excavation where she met her future husband, Gerard
Leighton Bishop. They married in 1975 and came to
live at Ampney Crucis, near Cirencester. Thereafter
they undertook a lot of fieldwork and documentary
research on the Cotswolds on behalf of Graham
Webster’s work at Barnsley Park. An early interest in
Bibury led to a rescue excavation in 1986 in advance
of a housing development on an unscheduled part of
its known major Roman Villa site. A visit to help at
the Frocester Excavations in the early 1980’s was the
beginning of a friendship and working association

that has only now ended. Leighton’s interpretation of
the 17th century Frocester estate court roll, completed
before his death in 1989, has been an invaluable
contribution to its modern history.
One of my earliest recollections of Beth was as a
forthright critic of my early literary and lecturing
endeavours. She somehow then became my willing
assistant and unofficial secretary, who did much
editing and preparation of the text of the two volume
Frocester Romano-British Settlement monograph
published in 2000.
Over the years I knew her Beth Bishop served as a
member of several committees, including the Bristol
and Gloucester Archaeological Society, GADARG,
and as Secretary and eventually Assistant Editor of
the Association for Roman Archaeology. She will be
missed by all who knew her.
Eddie Price

A number of Gardarg members participated in the Time Team excavation of a Roman villa at Coberley,
Gloucestershire, this September. The photograph shows Peggy Fowler (left) and Ann Maxwell not rocking a
cradle but sieving the contents of a spoil heap.
COVER : The cover photograph shows the centre section of a floor mosaic uncovered at the villa.
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HON. SECRETARY’S REPORT TO THE 2007 AGM
Martin Ecclestone
This is a year of celebrations of all kinds: there are
plans to celebrate the creation of Gloucestershire (and
Winchcombeshire) in 1007, the legislation to abolish
the slave trade in 1807, the inauguration of the
European Community in 1957, and of course
GADARG in 1967. So the first thing I want to say is
how much we owe to those who founded GADARG
forty years ago, and to all those whose work has
ensured that GADARG is still alive and well. It would
not be possible to do justice to their many and varied
contributions, but I feel two of our members deserve
particular thanks this year. Some of you here today
may not know Patrick Garrod, but from GADARG’s
earliest days he has been at work with his trowel,
helping to uncover the archaeology of Gloucester. I
am sure that we are all glad that he will be our guest
of honour at the Anniversary Dinner on April 20th.
The other member to congratulate here is Nigel Spry,
whom I’m fairly sure has spent more years helping to
run GADARG than anyone else, and who continues
to keep prodding us to do more. The high quality of
the report on the 1970s excavations at Priory Road,
produced by Nigel, Philip Moss, John Punshon and
Don Mayes, is a tribute to his energy and
determination, and not least to the patience of his wife
Jo.

opportunity. Many years later you will be able to
reminisce about your part in one of England’s classic
excavations, on a par with Wharram Percy, Maiden
Castle or Flag Fen.
We are especially grateful to Marta Cock for
arranging the lecture programme and the summer
visits, both of which require a lot of work and can be
quite stressful. It has been suggested that some of our
members, who may find it difficult to come on
Monday evenings during the winter, might like some
of the lectures to be in the afternoon, perhaps on a
Saturday. It would be helpful to get your comments
on this later, under Any Other Business. I must also
remind you that our journal, Glevensis, urgently
requires a new Editor. After three years as both Editor
and Secretary, on what was meant to be a temporary
basis, I feel that the work should be shared more
equitably. The IT publishing work on Glevensis has
been very effectively dealt with by Les Comtesse, and
I have been kindly assisted in the editorial work by
David Aldred and Russell Howes. But the fact is that
the members of your Committee cannot go on for
ever: their average age is now 67, and though they are
still capable, it would be beneficial - and essential for
our future - to have new members with new ideas. If
you feel you could contribute in this way, please
contact one of us after the meeting.

During the past year we have carried out fieldwork
similar to that in previous years: some field-walking
at Newent, an earthworks survey at Hartpury, and
resistivity surveys at Harescombe, Winchcombe and
St Peter’s church at Frocester. A new kind of
fieldwork has been opened up by the development of
Lidar, which can produce very accurate 3-dimensional
models of the ground surface, even under tree cover,
from which images similar to air photographs can be
printed. The County Unit has used Lidar to locate
man-made features in the Forest of Dean, and our
member Harold Wingham, who has long experience
of air photography, has obtained Lidar images of the
High Brotheridge wooded areas, as described in the
last issue of Glevensis. At Frocester the 2006
excavations were again directed by Eddie Price, who
has also been working on his third and fourth
volumes, which will deal with the archaeological
work since 1995 and the history of the parish. Work
on the site will begin again on the last weekend of
April, and I do urge members to take part, especially
if you have never been there before. Eddie himself
thinks that this may be the final year - so take this

The wider archaeological world is not standing still,
and we are pleased that Gloucester City Council has
finally appointed a successor to Richard Sermon. The
Council’s new Historic Environment Manager is
Jonathan Smith, who has come to the last two
meetings of our Committee and contributed a great
deal to our discussions. We are also grateful to Tim
Grubb and Anna Morris, who take turns to represent
the County Unit at our meetings.
Many of you will be aware that a major project to
develop the historic centre of Gloucester is now under
way, led by the Urban Regeneration Company. Both
the archaeological community and the Civic Trust are
anxious about this development, though there is
certainly the potential for a greatly improved city
centre, which would make good use of historic
buildings such as Blackfriars, while respecting the
archaeology that has survived centuries of
commercial development. Both Jonathan Smith and
the County Archaeologist, Jan Wills, are involved in
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the Urban Regeneration Company’s plans, and while
we remain concerned about the extent of public
consultations, we are confident that Jan and Jonathan
will voice our reservations as well as their own
professional concerns.

Archaeology in Gloucestershire, will be able to
contribute comments on the White Paper’s proposals
during the limited consultation period.
At present we have 186 members, of whom 20 are
Associates and 4 are juniors. In total this is 14 less
than a year ago, a fairly significant decline after many
years of stability. Perhaps because working people
have less and less free time, many voluntary groups
are finding it hard to attract members who are not
retired, but it may be that we are not doing enough to
interest potential members, or to retain those we have.
We need your suggestions !

A few weeks ago the Culture Secretary Tessa Jowell
launched the Heritage Protection White Paper, which
is intended to coordinate the protection of historic
buildings and scheduled archaeological sites. Within a
couple of years English Heritage will work more
directly with local authority Planning Officers than
before, but it is feared that good intentions may be
hampered by lack of sufficient resources. In recent
years the funding of English Heritage has been cut in
real terms, and the Heritage Lottery Fund seems
certain to face further demands to help finance the
2012 Olympics. What the Olympics have to do with
‘heritage’ is beyond me. More positively, it is hoped
that GADARG, in partnership with the Committee for

In conclusion, I would ask you to remember Beth
Bishop, who died early this year. Our President will
confirm that she put an enormous amount of work
into helping him to document the Frocester
excavations and produce his highly praised reports;
she will be sadly missed.

RESISTIVITY SURVEYS ARCHIVE
Ann Maxwell
Surveys were carried out at sites in Frocester and
Harescombe during 2006. Details have been given to
the Sites and Monuments record.
LOCATION
LEADER
DATE
OBJECT

Harescombe SO 836104
Martin Ecclestone
25 July 2006
To continue the search for the site
of the Harescombe medieval
manor house, begun in 2004 (Glev
38, 12). A 60m by 40m area of
Bottom Fishponds pasture next to
Church Lane was surveyed and a
rough contour plan made of the
north end of the field.The field was
chosen because the farmer
remembered large stones being
found when it was ploughed, and
the topography suggested a levelled
occupation area bounded by
probably natural banks. At the
south end of the same field is
evidence of two medieval fish
ponds.

RESULTS

The survey showed a complex
pattern of high resistivity areas
across the level area, that appeared
to continue eastwards beyond the
area surveyed. Further work was
carried out in 2007, as reported
elsewhere in this issue of
Glevensis.

LOCATION
LEADER

Frocester - SO 771 033
Ann Maxwell and Angela
Newcombe
October 2006
To locate part of the boundary of
the Roman villa site at St Peter’s
church.
The survey showed that there may
be two ditches on the south side.
The eastward extension of the
known western boundary ditch may
swing north-east. There was clear
evidence of ridge and furrow in the
field on the eastern side of the road,
but no other features.

DATE
OBJECT

RESULTS
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MAPPING THE LANDSCAPE: THE IRON AGE AND ROMAN PERIODS IN PART OF
NORTH-WEST GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Diane Charlesworth
Introduction

on the SMR comprised metal detecting finds,
although a good number were also accompanied by
pottery. Some systematic archaeological work has
been carried out on a few sites and there was a range
of interesting field names found on the tithe maps.
The main clusters to emerge on the distribution map
are described and illustrated more accurately for each
location. This is followed by a discussion of the
topographical and archaeological evidence.

The aim of this project was to assess activity in the
late Iron Age and Roman periods and to start to map
the development of the landscape during that period
within a part of North West Gloucestershire that has
seen little archaeological work undertaken. The area
selected, in which SMR data was plotted, lay between
SO700180 and SO830280 (fig 1). Many of the entries

Fig 1: Archaeological evidence, sites, find and field names
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Findings

head lower down the slopes, to the south. The height
above sea level is 70m. Soil type is of the Norton
series (gleyed brown earth), which drains
inadequately and is stony. It was probably suitable for
grass only6 . The nearest possible Roman roads are
conjectural and immediately to the east and 600m to
the west of the site7,8.

Bovone Farm, Rudford (fig 2)
This site is located at SO771223 on the crown of very
slightly rising ground at 15m above sea level and
250m from the Tibberton brook. It would appear from
the tithe map of 1829 that the course of the River
Leadon has been altered, in which case the site would
have been only 400 m away. Soils are of the
Clayworth series which has a wetness class II which
is subject to seasonal water-logging. They can be used
for grass and arable rotation or mixed farming1. The
Roman north west road from Gloucester to Newent
and Dymock, route unknown2 was to the east and the
road from Gloucester to the Forest of Dean3 was 4km
to the south east.

Fig 3 Chargy Hill, Maisemore
See fig 1 for key

Archaeological evidence comprises mainly coins of
the 3rd and 4th centuries, probably a dispersed hoard,
as well as 7 brooches of the 1st and 2nd century.
There could also be an “indication of more than usual
quantity of pottery at ‘Crockley’ a small field
immediately west of Chargy Farm” 9,10. Another entry
in the SMR11 states “The discovery of such a quantity
of domestic Roman artefacts strongly suggests an RB occupation of some sort near this location”.
Additionally a possible Roman road, ‘traces of
Roman paving’ was located at Overton farm12. The
evidence above suggests settlement close to a Roman
road.

Fig 2 Bovone Farm, Rudford
See fig 1 for key

Archaeological evidence consists of pottery and metal
items. The latter include over 50 coins, one from the
Iron Age and the rest mainly from the 3rd and 4th
centuries. There were also several brooches, a number
from the 1st and 2nd centuries and one from the Iron
Age, one pin and a small bronze eagle, thought
possibly to be from a priests sceptre rather than of
military significance4. Pottery frequently found in the
plough soil consists of abraded sherds of pottery,
mostly Severn valley ware 5 .

Highnam sites (fig 4)

This evidence suggests a possible farming settlement,
probably dating from the Iron Age and running
through the R-B period.

Two Mile Lane
This site is located to the east of two mile lane at SO
786195 on level ground at the side of a stream 30m
above sea level. No soil survey is available for this
area. The nearest known Roman road, the Gloucester
to the Forest of Dean road13 was around 600m to the
south.

Chargy Hill, Maisemore (fig 3)
This site is located at SO806236 at Chargy Hill Farm
near Woolridge. It is on sloping ground which is south
west facing and approximately 500 m from a spring

Local archaeological evidence comprised several
sherds of heavily abraded Romano-British pottery
along with other light scatters and one tegula. Very
dark soil was noted in the northerly area of the field,
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but no slag, buildings or field names were evident14.
The evidence, although slight is suggestive of a
farming settlement.

visible across the field. Further evidence of settlement
was provided by a 1st/2nd century brooch, Samian
ware, buff coarse ware, black burnished ware and a
mortarium19,20,21 . The evidence for the Roman road is
clear and the finds evidence adjacent to the road
would suggest 1st and 2nd century settlement22 with
all the advantages of having easy access and being
close to the colonia at Gloucester.
Round Hill, Huntley (fig 5)
This site is located at SO722182 and SO724184 with
finds from the more level ground at the bottom of the
hill, as well as on the top of the hill. The hill is south
facing with the nearest stream approximately 600m to
the south. Soil type is unknown. The Roman road
from Gloucester to the Forest23 was adjacent to the
site.

Fig 4: Highnam sites
See fig 1 for key

Lassington
The SO grid reference for this site is a general one,
rather than site specific and the entry refers to
Lassington Wood as the location of the site. If this is
the case the site is located on a south to south east
facing slope at 30m above sea level. Soil type is of the
Evesham series (calcareous pelosols). This has a
wetness class II which leads to seasonal waterlogging. It is suitable for grass and arable rotation or
mixed farming, as well as long term grass on steeper
slopes15. It is 500 m from the river Leadon to the east
and 750m from the Gloucester to the Forest of Dean
road16 to the south. The archaeological evidence is
based on some building material being dug up and a
visit made by Reverend Daniel Lysons in 1869 who
saw “evidence of the presence of Roman remains
having been brought to the surface”. However the
presence of Roman buildings was later disputed17.
The above evidence is suggestive of occupation, but
why it was disputed is unknown.

Fig 5 Round Hill, Huntley
See fig 1 for key

Archaeological evidence was first noted in the late
70s and consisted of a light scatter of 1st century
Romano-British pottery, including Samian ware and
black burnished ware. There were also numerous
lumps of iron slag24. Later the site on top of the hill
was identified from an aerial photograph which
showed clay extraction pits. One of these was
excavated in 1988 and revealed a back filling of
tapped bloomery slag and baked clay fragments, 1st
century Severn valley ware sherds and a limestone
tempered rim of a black native ware jar25. Worth
noting was a field just to the south of the hill and
adjacent to the Roman road called Blacklands on the
1841 tithe map.

Linton Farm
This site is located at SO799189 and SO801192 on
almost level ground at 15 - 20m above sea level. The
soil type is unknown. It is adjacent to the Roman road
from Gloucester to the Forest18, evidence for which
has come from excavation. The road surface of iron
slag was 0.5 metres down and the agger still visible in
1975. When the author flew over the site in early 2006
a darker broad soil mark on the road’s alignment was

The evidence of the black native ware suggests a
settlement date from the Iron Age through into the
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function was unknown. A re-cut ditch with a later
posthole insertion was discovered filled with
Romano-British pottery, including grey ware, black
burnished ware, Severn valley ware, a white
mortarium and a cremation urn. The site was
considered important 29,30. Other watching briefs
identified pits, possible post holes some containing
metal and glass slag and pottery, as well as a deposit
half a metre thick which was considered to be an
extension of and at the outer limits of a metal working
area31. Berry Field is adjacent to square field32, which
the site occupies and was part of Town Farm. The
name of Newent itself could be significant in this
context.

Romano-British period and also that this occupation
site was in existence before the Roman road was built.
The evidence of the slag, the clay pits and the baked
clay fragments suggests an iron and pottery making
site.
Newent sites (fig 6)

The evidence above suggests an iron working
settlement, possibly with wooden buildings, present
in the Iron Age and continuing through much of the
Roman period. Some of the finds appeared to be of
higher status e.g. the piece of statue and the unusual
panther brooch. The prerequisites for settlement of
good soil quality and drainage and a water supply
were close by. It is possible that transport could have
been via the conjectural route of the road33 to
Gloucester which is 12km to the south east or to
Dymock which is much closer at 6km. The place
name evidence could suggest either a fortified place
or that the site had manorial significance34. Possibly
the name Newent might indicate a market place35.

Fig 6: Newent sites
See fig 1 for key

Town Farm (now Newent business park)
This site is located at SO730258. It is on a very slight
south east facing slope with the nearest streams about
500m to both the south and the north. The average
height above sea level is 30m. Soils are made up of
the Bromsgrove and Melbourne series (Brown Earth
group) which are class I and II respectively, i.e. well
drained with some possible water-logging in winter
for the Melbourne series. These soils are suitable for
grass and arable rotation26. The nearest possible
Roman road was the north west road from Gloucester
via Newent and Dymock to Stretton Grandison,
although as mentioned the line of the road is
unknown27.

Nelfields (fig 6)
Some finds have been located at grid reference SO
732255 and SO733256 which is at the side of a
stream. The others were situated at SO730248 which
is gently undulating ground around a spring head. The
average height above sea level is 25- 30 m. Soil type
is Brockhurst series (stagnogley soils), which has a
wetness of class IV and would often be waterlogged.
These soils could have been used for grassland, or
grass alternating with arable, as well as orchard and
woodland36. The nearest Roman road is the
conjectural route of the north-west road from
Gloucester37.
The archaeological evidence is provided by a large
scatter of Romano-British pottery both north and
south of the brook. This was mainly local ware and an
Oxford mortarium, as well as a couple of sherds of
Samian ware, along with slag scatters. Further finds
of a brooch, Severn valley ware and black burnished
ware pottery were also made38,39,40. Phelps41
considered that the pond, behind the farmhouse was
probably a clay extraction pit. The field, named
Crocadines, to the north of Nelfields Farm is fairly
close to the stream side pottery locations and to the
west of this field an Iron Age brooch was found. To
the south west of the farm are two fields named cinder
field and cinder meadow which contain much

The local archaeological evidence comprises
unstratified (1st-3rd century) coins, part of a bronze
statuette, a bronze toilet instrument and an enamelled
brooch of a panther. Also local surface scatters of
native bead rimmed pottery, Severn valley ware,
black burnished ware and Samian ware pottery and a
great deal of iron slag. The site was recorded by two
archaeologists who were members of Dean
Archaeology Group in 1992/93. They identified
postholes thought to be from a building 16m by 6m.
Much slag was also recorded28. From later watching
briefs by the County Archaeology Service metal
working and postholes were recorded, but their
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bloomery slag in the plough soil. These are quite
close to the Caerwent/Moat site (see below), but did
not seem to be considered part of it. Between cinders
field and cinders meadow and the farmhouse was the
second main find location with many pottery sherds,
including Severn valley ware, grey ware and Oxford
mortaria, as well as slag in the plough soil42.

concentrations were mainly second century and
Walters53 also proposed that this was made and used
at the site, rather than traded. The settlement thrived
through the second century and was similar in size to
Ariconium with Walters arguing that it was the most
startling evidence for expansion in the second century
iron industry. Additionally he suggested that the
settlement had its own road and track network.

The evidence is again suggestive of Iron Age
followed by Romano-British settlement and also
metal working. The name of the field Crocadines
could indicate either a potter, a personal name or a
quantity of pottery43,44. This combined with the clay
pit may indicate pottery manufacture. As above the
name of Newent i.e. derived from ‘venta’ could
indicate a market place45.

The Tailors, Hartpury (fig 7)
The site is located at SO781262 in the vicinity of ‘The
Taylors’. It is on fairly level ground 1300m from a
stream to the south and the river Leadon 2km to the
west. Height above sea level is 20m and soil type is of
the Clayworth series (calcareous pelosols) with a
wetness of class II. This becomes seasonally
waterlogged and is suitable for grass, arable and
mixed farming54. There have been suggestions of a
road heading north to the west of the Severn. This
conjectural Roman road might have been 1.5km to the
east either on or near the line of the present A417.

Caerwents/The Moat (fig 6)
The location of this site is SO728245. It is an almost
flat site on either side of a stream, with the average
height above sea level 30m. Soils are the Brockhurst
series (Stagnogley group). Wetness is class IV,
therefore it is suitable for grassland only or
alternating with arable. It is also suitable for orchards
and woodland46. The nearest Roman road is again the
Gloucester to the north west road47. Additionally
there was an east - west road immediately to the south
of the site48, which still exists as the present lane with
the agger obvious for some metres.
Archaeological evidence was gained from the
sighting of heavy concentrations of pottery to the east
of the main work area, along with 14 acres of
smelting and smithing debris. The pottery was mainly
Severn valley ware with very little black burnished
ware and Samian ware. A second century brooch was
also found. A great deal of charcoal evidence was
seen in two fields, as well as very large filled in clay
extraction pits. Further, pottery wasters, kiln waste,
copper alloy slags, lead waste and lead were also
noted and a lead votive wheel found. No Iron Age
evidence was noted. Evidence for buildings was in the
form of pieces of roof tile, although it was suggested
that roof tiles may have been manufactured on the
site. Slags were also used as hard core in the
settlement area. Material in the form of roof tile and
pottery located away from the main area, was thought
to be from a higher status building49. Names of note
were Caerwents Farm and the field cinders pits where
slag and charcoal evidence was heavy. The first half
of the name, Caer is taken to mean a Roman or Iron
Age site or a fortified place50,51. ‘Went’ could also
mean a trading or market place52.

Fig 7 The Taylors, Hartpury
See fig 1 for key

Local archaeological evidence is made up of
Romano- British pottery sherds that had been exposed
to fire and a fragment of an upper quern stone. Field
names of ‘little stone redding’ and big stone redding’
are close by. Although the evidence is very limited it
hints at an occupation site as the pottery sherds must
have been exposed to fire, possibly for cooking and
the quern stone would have been used for grinding
corn. The field names close by may indicate stony
ground,55,56 which could either be natural or due to
building remains.

The evidence suggests an iron and other metal
working and pottery settlement. Ore was thought to
have been smelted here and artefacts produced, with
the centre of activity on the cinders pit. The pottery
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Taynton and Tibberton Cinders fields (fig 8)
This site straddles the Tibberton brook at SO749222
and SO753220. To the west of the stream the ground
rises gently with the site approximately 18m above
sea level. To the east of the stream the average height
is 15m. Soils are of the Worcester series (argillic
pelosol) which is seasonally waterlogged class III and
therefore suitable for grass and arable rotation, as well
as orchard and woodland or permanent pasture57. The
nearest Roman road (conjectural route of Margary’s
611)58 might have been 2km to the east, possibly
somewhere near the present B4215 road. The River
Leadon, which the Tibberton brook feeds into is also
the same distance. The well known Gloucester to
Forest of Dean Roman road (Margary route 61)59 is
6.5 km to the south east.

shed, brick ground and shed, stockey cinders,
common cinders, perry cinders and cindery hill. Other
possible evidence may be the two large water filled
pits which could have been either clay, marl or ore
pits.
On the Taynton side of the brook, to the west, finds
consist of two small coin hoards of the early 4th
century, plus other Romano-British metal finds,
including a stylus. Also found in the plough soil was
Severn valley ware, slag and furnace waste. Field
names of note were upper, middle and lower cinders.
There was a stray find of an Iron Age coin recorded in
the field between the two sites.
This evidence suggests that there may have been a
possible Iron Age presence preceding the RomanoBritish period. A settlement involved in iron
production which straddled both sides of the brook
seems highly likely. This would have been a very big
site, almost the same size as the Caerwent/Moat site
(see above). Roof tile could point to, either a building,
or that roof tiles were being made here, however, as
there was also some pennant roof tile this seems to
indicate a building. The natural stone in this area is
green marl, which suggests that the pennant roof tiles
must have been brought to the site, most likely from
the Forest of Dean. If the pits were indeed clay pits
then the settlement could also have been involved in
pottery production.61
South east of Thorneycroft Lane, Tibberton (fig 9)
This site is at SO760215 at the top of a south facing
slope on the 30m contour level and is approximately
200m from a stream to the south west. Soils are of the

Fig 8: Taynton and Tibberton cinders fields
See fig 1 for key

Archaeological evidence comprises a large area of
darker earth and a very dense pottery scatter covering
this in the south east field. Samples retrieved showed
a range of Romano-British pottery including Severn
valley ware, grey ware and Samian ware, as well as
fragments of both ceramic and pennant stone roof tile.
Similar finds from a field walking exercise in the
adjacent field to the west showed concentrations of
Romano-British pottery in the north east quadrant.
Previous to this work metal detecting had located
coins of the 2nd to 3rd, 3rd to 4th and 4th centuries,
as well as a Dobunnic stater of 30-15 BC. There was
slag in abundance across all the cinders fields and it is
documented in the Foley records of Newent that
cinders were collected from Tibberton and re-smelted
to produce iron.60 It was probably from this site that
cinders were collected and taken to be re-smelted at
Newent in the late 17th and 18th centuries. Field
names consist of lower cinders, lower cinders and

Fig 9: Thorneycroft, Tibberton
See fig 1 for key
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Hartpury series (pararendzinas) which are class II and
therefore occasionally wet. They are suitable for long
term grassland or grass and arable rotation62. The
nearest Roman road (1.5km) is the conjectural route
611of Margary63 from Gloucester to the north west.

part of the project area below SO 20000. It is accepted
that soils could well have altered since the Roman
period, but it seems to be the case that good quality
land has been farmed for millennia 68 and some clues
may therefore be gained from the survey. It is useful
to see for example where the land is often
waterlogged, often around the streams and in the
Leadon Valley, as this ensures that those areas may
only be used as meadow/grassland. This was never
the less considered very valuable to early farmers for
feeding livestock69 . Farms provided the basic
necessities of life for all the settlements in the area
and the soils survey indicates that much of the land
was highly suitable for arable cultivation and grass
with fertile well drained soils at most sites. The
exception to this was Chargy Hill which had a stony
soil and due to its waterlogged nature was more likely
to have been suitable for pasture only.70 However,
these soils were partly over clayey material so could
this, along with the field name of Crockleys, provide
clues as to why this settlement was there? Clayey subsoils were evident at a number of sites and may
therefore have provided the raw material for pottery
making, in some places leaving evidence of clay pits.

Local archaeological evidence consists of metal finds
of Romano-British brooches of the 1st and 2nd
centuries64 Romano-British pottery and a
concentration of bloomery slag. Iron Age evidence
comprises a coin of the Durotriges, but more recently
more 3rd and 4th century low value coins have been
discovered.65 Yet again the evidence is suggestive of
a 1st and 2nd century AD settlement with some iron
working activity.
Discussion
There were many similarities between these site
clusters in terms of where they were sited. To begin
with the topography, most of the sites are located near
the tributaries of the river Leadon on either flat or
gently sloping ground. Four sites are between the 15
and 20m contour levels, six are between 25 and 35m
with two sites on higher ground i.e. the higher part of
the Round Hill site at 50m and Chargy Hill at 70m.
None were on marshy ground or land that might
flood.

Another key resource required for rural settlements
was timber and this featured heavily in this landscape
during the Roman period. The Forest of Dean was
thought to have extended up to the line of the present
B4215, Gloucester to Newent road71. Timber was
required for building materials, implements, fuel and
also for charcoal which was used in industrial
processes. As well as timber, other raw materials for
industry were required such as iron and clay. There is
no evidence of iron ore being mined in the project
area and it is thought it was brought in from the Forest
of Dean, the nearest supply would have been Wigpool
about 8km to the west.72

All sites were located close to or within reasonable
walking distance of either streams or spring heads.
Several were actually at the side of streams. Three
sites were between 200 and 300m and another three
between 500 and 600m away from streams. The
Taylors was the furthest from a water source at 1.3km.
Some of the sites were also within reasonable
distance of a river. Bovone was just 400m from the
river Leadon and Lassington 500m from it. Chargy
was 1km from the very important river Severn and
The Tailors 2km from the River Leadon. These may
have been significant in transport terms. However
where metal working and pottery making was being
carried out, may be this did make a difference and it
is interesting and perhaps significant to note that the
two big metal working sites of Caerwents/The Moat
and Tibberton and Taynton Cinders Fields were at the
side of streams. Access to water was of key
importance for human consumption, animals and
industry and Chisholm66 cited in Aston67 gives it the
highest weighting in terms of the surrounding
resources as this along with other resources would
affect the location of settlements.

Other key topographical features are rivers and these
were major sources of communication and transport
in the Iron Age and Roman periods, with the river
Severn, and its port at Gloucester being of particular
importance. The river Leadon could also have played
a part. There are likely to have been various points
along the rivers used as wharves or landing places.
Ashleworth Quay is thought to have been one such
site due to the evidence of settlement on the bank. It
is thought that shallow based craft such as curraghs or
coracles may have been used for transport73,74.
Roads assumed a greater importance in the Roman
period with Iron Age tracks upgraded and new roads
built, although rivers were still highly used. The
Forest of Dean was considered important, as indicated
by the road heading west from Gloucester.75 Another
route is likely to have been the great north-west road,
the Magna Straeta, from Gloucester.76,77 This route is

Arable and pasture land was another resource
essential to Iron Age and Romano-British settlement.
To give some idea of possible soil types and quality,
soil surveys were available for much of the area under
study, but unfortunately not for the more southerly
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likely to have been of key importance to the area, due
to the trading, administrative and controlling role that
Gloucester would have played during those periods.
Another possible route is that from Maisemore to
Hartpury which travelled over higher ground.
Evidence suggests this is an ancient route, so could
this have been an older ridgeway, possibly continuing
in use in the Roman period78 ? Walters79 argued that
the Caerwents/Moat site had its own road network
with the east-west road to the south of the site
probably heading for the ore source at Wigpool (to the
west), and the track to the north heading into Newent
and hence to Dymock.

separate. It appears these sites were all engaged in
iron smelting activity, not least due to the heavy slag
found in the plough soil. Pottery has been found on all
the sites suggesting domestic use and pottery
production was a possibility at Nelfields and highly
likely at Caerwents due to the clay pits, as well as the
identification of pottery wasters.86 It seems that the
Town farm and Nelfields sites may have been in use
in the Iron Age with the former having dating
evidence for the whole Roman period, although
dating for Nelfields is not clear with regard to the later
Roman period. Caerwents/Moat was only in use in the
1st and 2nd Centuries, with the main product iron,
although other metal working was also carried out.
There was also building evidence at both the Town
Farm and Caerwents/Moat sites. More dating
evidence is needed in order to work out the status of
each of these sites and their relationship to each
other.87

Other considerations are roads crossing rivers. A
major crossing in the Roman period was the bridge
over the Severn at Gloucester80. The River Leadon
had a ‘ford among the reeds’81 at Rudford, from
which is derived the present name of the village. It is
possible that this too was heavily used, and the lane
leading to it appears ancient, as the deeply cut hollow
way suggests. Margary82 noted the old road from
Maisemore to Murrells End which then continued to
Highleadon, in which case it must have crossed the
river Leadon. There may have been more fords on this
river, but whether these were in use during the Iron
Age and Roman periods is not known, although it is
likely. There must have been a complex network of
interlinking roads and tracks connecting settlements
to their fields, pasture, woodland and iron sources.
Furthermore settlements would have connected with
each other and the major centre of Gloucester and
other possible more local markets, as well as the
major long distance routes, throughout the Iron Age
and Roman periods. It is possible that the majority of
roads and tracks in the landscape are much older than
we might think.83

Taynton and Tibberton Cinders Fields is the other
very striking site to emerge out of this mapping
activity. This is similar in size to the Caerwents/Moat
site which Walters88 said was a major iron working
site. It too had large amounts of heavy slag in the
plough soil. On the Taynton side of the brook, to the
west, the dating range was from the 1st to 4th
centuries and on the Tibberton side to the east, the
date range extended from the Iron Age through to the
4th century. A building too is thought to have been
present on the eastern side due to the presence of not
only roof tiles, but pennant roof stone, some pieces
with nail holes. The stone tile must have come from
the Forest, probably in the 3rd and 4th centuries,
therefore did settlement and or iron working on this
site continue into the later Roman period? Further
work is needed to elucidate this.

Having looked at the topography and resources that
this rich landscape provided it is clear that the prerequisites for settlement and industry were all in
place. The locations of farmsteads coupled with the
craft industries must have been influenced by the
relatively easy access to all of these necessities.

Iron Age and Roman settlement involving iron
making, must have impacted heavily on the
landscape, as the woodland was likely to have been
heavily managed e.g. through coppicing, although as
Walters89,90 suggested, it may be that woodland was
often cleared around iron working sites due to the
heavy demands on it. Fulford and Allen91 estimated
that 10ha i.e. 24.7acres of woodland were needed to
produce 2 tonnes of iron bloom per year.

Turning now to the archaeology, which has to be
interpreted with some caution, as inevitably the
distribution map is only a partial and very incomplete
picture due to the patchy fieldwork carried out.84
However some distinct clusters of activity have
emerged from the mapping process (fig 1). On present
evidence it is difficult to tell whether the activity
south of Newent was comprised of two or three sites.
The two sites of Town Farm and Caerwents/The Moat
seem fairly clear, but was Nelfields a discrete site or
did the other two meet and actually constitute one
complex. The literature refers to sites as being as
frequent as every 1 - 2 km85 so it is possible they were

Another site to be identified recently in Tibberton is
south west of Thorneycroft Lane. No evidence of
industry has been located here and therefore the
remains are suggestive of a farming settlement from
the Iron Age and through into the 3rd and 4th
centuries . Another probable farming settlement at
Bovone Farm at Rudford also shows a continuity of
presence from the Iron Age right through the Roman
period.
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Conclusions

The location of all the sites discussed so far is striking
in terms of their relationship to two brooks, the Ell
and its tributaries at the Newent sites and the
Tibberton brook at the Taynton and Tibberton cinders
fields site, both of which feed into the river Leadon.
Also of note is their reasonable proximity to existing
roads, therefore is it possible that these follow the line
of the Roman road and that these sites may have been
fairly close to it 92 ?

Despite the patchiness and varying quality of the
evidence, what there is does provide a sense of
activity across this landscape in the later Iron Age and
Roman period. Most of the area must have been
farmed by the occupiers of dispersed farming
settlements, with some of them engaged in iron
working, particularly in Newent, Tibberton and
Taynton and nearby woodland was likely to have been
heavily managed. A number of settlements seemed to
have continued through the Roman period from the
Iron Age. All occupation sites would have been linked
by an intricate network of tracks and track-ways to the
rivers and major roads and markets. However, as the
distribution map merely shows where work has
already been undertaken, further systematic
archaeological work is needed to investigate the many
questions this project has raised. Iron Age and
Romano-British settlements were almost certainly in
a lot more places and their remains are still to be
found, investigated and recorded.

The other main clusters which should be mentioned
are The Taylors, the archaeology of which hinted at a
farming settlement and Chargy Hill. This site bears
less in common with the others, but does seem to
suggest continuity of settlement through the Roman
period and a distinct advantage was its proximity to
the River Severn. The sites at Lassington and Two
Mile Lane are again possible farming settlements,
although the evidence is thin and more is needed.
Linton however, has stronger evidence, as some of
this is based on excavation. A farming settlement very
close to the Roman east-west road is strongly
suggested. Indeed there are hints that there may have
been settlements along this road including Round Hill
at Huntley. This was also different from some of the
other sites discussed, in that iron smelting had gone
on there, but apparently only from the Iron Age and
through the 1st century.
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FROCESTER COURT EXCAVATIONS 2006
Eddie Price
This article completes the preliminary record of the
46th consecutive season of excavation of the
prehistoric and Romano-British settlement at
Frocester Court (SO 788029). I am most grateful for
the continuing support of my family and of all those
who cleared so much barren soil over tantalizing
prehistoric features, to bring the season’s work to a
satisfactory conclusion. My particular thanks to those
who washed and returned the large amount of pottery
from Ditch 62. Some satisfactory work was done with
an auger last winter in the copse to the NE. This
demonstrated that extensions of both the known E-W
ditches in the excavation area crossed the E boundary
of the settlement and continued at least as far as the
modem road. Either could be connected to the N-S
alignment uncovered in 1978 in the small area
between the road and the SW end of the mediaeval
barn.

This in turn predated the deliberate, careful burial of
a possibly deformed calf, a small part of which had
been damaged by mediaeval ploughing.
Perhaps the most exciting acquisition of the year was
the unexpected receipt of an offprint from an article
by Ralph Jackson of the British Museum on ’Roman
bound captives: symbol of slavery ?’ This included a
description of our 1997 find, which had been set in a
3rd century military belt-plate (see below). It is the
only recorded example of the ten found in Britain and
six on the continent from a site of known status and a

This year the topsoil was removed from 200 sq.
metres to the N of the 2005 dig., between what has
been tentatively labelled Ditches 48/49 and 36/38.
Excavation ran from 29 April – 30 Sept, but the
complexity of the features uncovered meant only half
of it, including the first of the two ditches, was
completed. It is hoped to continue the excavation of
the sunken track and the other E-W ditch in 2007.
Almost all the prehistoric features uncovered (fig 1)
appear to be associated with the southern side of the
trackway. Some preliminary evidence was found of a
series of gullies that lay between it and a narrow
eroded E-W alignment tentatively named the Narrow
Way. The width of this was defined by multiple stakeholes; the whole lay under nearly half a metre of
barren fill, the excavation of which produced only an
occasional flint flake. Some parts were sealed by
gravel upcast from the RB ditches.

dated context. Although always worth finding, items
like the bronze wire bangle, tweezers, raised circular
disc, and other small finds listed this year are
regrettably not in the same class. These and fourteen
coins, some of them minims, came from Ditch 62. I
am grateful to John Earl, our metal detector operator,
who found the smoothed, deliberately bent 17th
century silver shilling in the plough soil, and
identified it as a love token.
Two October days were spent extending the
geophysical survey in the fields around the St Peter’s
church villa site (SO 771033). The results suggest that
on the south side there may be two ditches; the
eastward extension of the known westem boundary
one may swing north-east. There was clear evidence
of ridge and furrow in the field on the eastern side of
the road, but no other features.

Although no evidence of any extension of the IA
Ditch 49 was found, this part of its successor, Ditch
48, was redug as Ditch 62, the late C3 gravel pit drain
from the S. In the mid part of C4 its junction was
deliberately backfilled as a base for a rubble-surfaced
causeway, possibly for a path between the RB kilns
excavated in 2005, and the approaches to the villa.
On either side of the causeway Ditch 62 was full of
the find-rich domestic refuse encountered last year.
This fill ended clear of the outfall of the maltings
drain, Ditch 65, but both this and Ditch 62 had silted
up and been abandoned before being sealed under the
gravel upcast of the northern extension of Ditch 64.

Since then most of my time has been spent in
completing the draft text of Vol.4, the Frocester parish
history, now hopefully brought nearer to a satisfactory
conclusion. The narrow exploratory trench opened up
at the end of this season hints at what may be revealed
in 2007.
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Fig 1: Frocester Court Excavations
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THE MEDIEVAL MANOR OF MINSTERWORTH
Terry Moore-Scott
Introduction

Minsterworth.3 Minsterworth continued to be a royal
manor leased to a series of tenants-in-chief included
among whom were the de Bohun earls of Hereford
and (while he was in royal favour) Simon de
Montfort, earl of Leicester. With the death of the
rebellious de Montfort in 1266, the king granted
Minsterworth, along with many other estates around
the country, to Edmund earl of Lancaster. Thus, when
the duchy of Lancaster was created in the middle of
the 14th century, Minsterworth became part of the
duchy, a status it was to retain for centuries
afterwards. But between c.1200, when de Bohn
released his rights in Minsterworth to the Crown4,
and its acquisition by de Montfort in 12595, the estate
was overseen by various agents of the king including,
at different times, the sheriff of Gloucester, Walter de
Burg (keeper of the king’s manors) and the constable
of Gloucester castle.6 The day-to-day business of the
manor would have been in the care of the local bailiff
or steward; there are also references to ‘the good men
of Minsterworth in the farm of their town’ (1241) and
to the ‘king’s farmers at Minsterworth’ (1252).7

During his research into the records of Llanthony
Priory Gloucester, John Rhodes discovered two
documents dealing with the manor of Minsterworth, a
settlement on the north bank of the River Severn just
west of Gloucester (see map at fig.1). The first, and
more informative, of these (see A. below) is a
remarkably detailed exposition of the extent of
Minsterworth’s medieval manor. It appears to date
from around 1350 but, by correlating it with known
facts about the manor from other sources, it seems
likely that it is a copy of a much earlier mid-13th
century original. The document is noteworthy in that,
after the Domesday record, it provides the only
detailed account of the manor in medieval times. It is
more remarkable still for the amount of detail it
provides on the structure and composition of the
manor, on the manorial customs applying at the time
and the community that lived there then; every single
tenant (free, customary etc.) is named together with
acreage of land he/she held and its value to the manor.
In short, it is a fascinating description of how this
medieval manor was composed and operated, the like
of which in the case of Minsterworth is not
encountered until the land terriers and social surveys
beginning in the 16th century.

A second manor provided by Domesday, also in
Westbury hundred, was in the possession of William
Goizenboded and described as ½ hide and half a
fishery, being a part of the king’s revenue in Westbury.
Once again, Domesday fails to tell us where this
property was but the reference to a fishery indicates a
river-side location and Duni is the only part of
Minsterworth not accounted for in Domesday. 8 The
site of the other half of the weir was not mentioned; it
may well have been on the other side of the river in
Elmore, although there is no mention of a weir in the
Domesday entry for Elmore.9

What the first document does not do adequately is
explain why the prior of Llanthony should have been
so concerned with Minsterworth when, from all other
evidence relating to Minsterworth’s history,
Llanthony held no possessions in the manor. The
second manuscript (see B. below), which records the
results of an inquisition held by the Minsterworth
manorial court in 1432, reveals what the prior’s real
interest probably was.

Throughout the medieval period, the one and half
fisheries of Minsterworth and Duni (the former
probably located up-stream from the latter) were a
royal possession and catches from them, especially of
lamprey, were much esteemed at the English royal
court. During the first half of the 13th century, various
agents of the king in Gloucester (the same as above)
were charged with overseeing repairs to the king’s
weirs of Minsterworth and Duni.10 Eventually, in the
14th century the profits from both weirs were granted
to St Peter’s abbey.11

Historic Context
There are three entries in Domesday relating to
Minsterworth. The main estate was one of 3 hides1 in
Westbury hundred held from the king by Durand,
sheriff of Gloucester and having in lordship one
plough and 4 villagers (or farmers) and 3 bordars (or
small holders) with 4 ploughs. Its value was 40s.
Domesday does not mention it by name as
Minsterworth but this has been identified from later
evidence.2 Early in the 13th century, records show
that a whole weir or fishery also existed in

A third estate that needs to be mentioned, if only
because of its much later association with
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Minsterworth, was recorded in Domesday as Morcote
(Murcott) in Longbridge hundred.12 It was among the
lands of William son of Norman and contained 1
hide with 1 plough in lordship and 2 bordars; its value
in 1086 was 10s.13 Little else is known of this estate
for the next 100 years or so but by 1242 it was in the
hands of the de la Mare family.14 In the 14th century,
property in Murcott (linked with Hartpury) was held
by a series of different lords amongst them Thomas
lord Berkley but by 1324 the estate had passed into

the king’s hands.15 Although seemingly always a part
of Minsterworth parish , Murcott appears from the
record to have remained outside of the ‘manor’ of
Minsterworth for a considerable time and lands there
do not really begin to be dealt with as part of
Minsterworth until the post-Reformation period. (For
a general resume of Minsterworth’s manorial history,
see Moore-Scott T., A History of Minsterworth from
Prehistory to 1900 (Reardon, 2006), 29-35.)

Fig 1 - The extent of Minsterworth’s medieval manors and other related locations
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A. EXTENT OF MINSTERWORTH MANOR.16
Explanatory Notes

Text (letters in brackets refer to explanatory notes)
In demesne.
55 ½ ac. arable, yielding 27s 9d a year at 6d per ac.
The king’s court yields 2s 4d a year.
15 ½ ac. meadow yielding 31s a year (a) at 2s per ac.
Total. 55s 10d (sic)

(a) The sum actually given here was 31s 27s 9d,
apparently repeating in error the figures in the first
line.
(b) Land held by an owner in his own right.
(c) Probably a field in Cornham (see map).
(d) Of the manor of Murcott.
(e) Placename unidentified.
(f) Unidentified, presumably a location in Hempsted
manor (see reference to ‘the Ree’ in B below.)

No several pasture (b), but a pasture called
Crolingham common (c) for freemen and others, viz.
Thomas de la Mare and his men (d), the abbot of
Gloucester’s 2 men of Neweshull (e), the prior of
Llanthony’s 5 men of Einencote (f) and all free and
customary men of Minsterworth manor.
No profit of gardens.
Profit of fisheries: there is a custom in the manor that
anyone who casts a net in the Severn will pay 8d,
which can be worth 1 mark 10s (i.e. 23s 4d), of which
15d is rent of assize (i.e. a fixed charge) and the rest
customary. Anyone who puts 5 borroch’ (traps) in the
water will pay 2½d, which can be worth 2s a year.
Profit of weirs: Henry de Dunia 5d,
Arnold of Minsterworth 5d (g), Elmore court 5d. No
weir belongs to the manor, but 1½ belong to
Gloucester Castle.

(g) Around 1250, an Ernold of Minsterworth
witnessed a deed of grant to St Batholomew’s
hospital.17.

No mill; no wood.
Common pasture is worth 1 mark (i.e. 13s 4d) a year,
pannage (h) nil. Some pasturage is worth 12s and
some 15s, viz. For an ox 1d, a horse 1d, 5 sheep 1d, 5
pigs 1d and for 5 geese 1d of foreign beasts.
Total. 30s 7d. (sic)

(h) Pannage: the right to pasture swine.

Free tenants.
Henry of Minsterworth (i), 2 virgates, 27s 10d.
Nicholas and Margaret de la Felde (j), 2 virgates, 23s
and carrying writs in the county between Severn and
Wales.
Roger de Hama, 1 ac. of meadow, 1 messuage, 2s.
William de Dunia (k), 2s for water to his mill.
William, son of William de Boyfend (l), 1 ½ virgates,
18s 3d.
Of Gloucester, 12d.
Total. 74s 1d.

(i) The de Minsterworth name occurs a number of
times in association with Minsterworth during the
first half of the 13th century: around 1220, a Henry of
Minsterworth granted all his rights to rents from
certain tenancies probably in Minsterworth to St
Peter’s abbey and, around 1250, possibly the same
Henry is recorded as making grants of land in
Minsterworth to St Batholemew’s hospital in
Gloucester.18
(j) Around 1250, a John in the Felde is noted as
holding a meadow in Minsterworth.19
(k) Around 1230 and again in 1250, William of Dunie
witnessed deeds of grant to St Batholemew’s
hospital.20
(l) Boyfield (also represented as Binefield, Benfeud
and Beyfield) is first noted in the 12th century as a
small estate or land holding associated either with
Murcott or Hampton. By at least the early 14th
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century, it had become part of the main manor of
Minsterworth.21 In 1244, Will de Binefield is named
along with “five others of the richest in the place” as
being accountable to the king for the farm of
Minsterworth [manor] 22 and in 1257 William de
Beyfield (along with Ellis de Haydon and Henry the
clerk’s son) are referred to as “farmers” of
Minsterworth and Radleg’ (Rodley). 23 It seems likely
that the free tenants listed here were the “king’s
farmers” at the time the extent of the manor was
produced.
Customary tenants. (m)
Walter Bonde the younger, ½ virgate 5s, watergavel
3s 6d, mowing 1 day or 2d, haymaking 1 day or 1d,
harvesting 1 day or 3d, providing a cart or 1½d. Total
of works 6d.
Robert Knith and Geoffrey de Deni, 1 virgate 11s,
watergavel 3s 6d, custom 12d.
John Peitevin, ½ virgate 5s, watergavel 8½d, custom
6d.
Henry Lun, ½ virgate 5s, custom 6d.
Roger Budel, ½ virgate 5s, custom 6d.
Arnold of Minsterworth (n) , 12 ac. 3s 4d, custom 6d,
watergavel 3s 2d.
Elis son of Randolph and William Stut, 12 ac. 5s,
watergavel 20d, custom 10d.
Walter the smith, 13 ac. 5s, custom 6d.
William and John Estin, 12 ac. 4s, custom 8½d.

(m) Customary tenants were those holding copyhold
tenancies in return for a combination of work services
and monetary payments to the lord of the manor as set
down by the manorial court. The kind of services
rendered and their equivalents in monetary payments
in the case of Minsterworth manor are indicated here.
Watergavel was a rent paid in return for the privilege
of fishing in the river.

Monday-men. (o)
John Winemon, clerk, 6 ac. 2s 6d, custom 5d.
Michael Cavel (p), 6 ac. 4s 4d, custom 5d.
Widow Matilda and her associate, 12 ac. 5s,
watergavel 18d, custom 6d.
Richard de Harscumbe, 6 ac. 3s, custom 5d.
Ralph Everarde, 6 ac. 3s, custom 5d.
Kotel, 6 ac. 2s 6d, custom 5d.
William de Vilur and his brother, 6 ac. 2s 6d,
watergavel 2s 11d, custom 6d.
Richard Sturm, 6ac. 2s 6d, watergavel 19d, custom
5d.
John Winemon, 6ac. 2s 6d, watergavel 28d, custom
5d.
Walter Eyr, 6ac. 2s 6d, custom 5d.
Walter Constabil, 7ac. 2s 4d, watergavel 19d, custom
5d.
Widow Christine, 6 ac. 3s, watergavel 19d, custom
5d.
Maurice de Haton, 6ac. 3s, custom 5d.
Walter Witeknit, watergavel 12d.
Randolph de Tiberton, 6 ac. 3s, custom 5d, a foreland
(q) 1d.
Matilda de Mor, 6 ac. 3s, custom 5d.
Henry Burgeis, 6 ac. 3s, custom 5d.
Widow Matilda (r), 6 ac. 3s, custom 5d.
William Tulc, 6 ac. 2s 6d, custom 5d.
Widow Miller (Molend’), 6 ac. 2s 6d, custom 5d, a

(o) Originally, Monday-men held land in return for
providing work service to the lord of the manor on
Monday of every week. In time this was replaced by
monetary payments.
(p) A meadow in Minsterworth, ‘formerly belonging
to Michael Cavel’, was mentioned in a document of
around 1260. 24

(n) See (g) above.

(q) Holders of foreland (or headland) were entitled to
plough and sow headland ground but only after
neighbouring land-holders have completed ploughing
and sowing their strips (pers. comm. E Price).
(r) Same name appears earlier under Monday-men
(see above).
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foreland ½d.
Geoffrey Waskelin, 6 ac. 2s 6d, custom 5d.
Cottars (s)
Roger Ailmund, a messuage and 3 ac. 18d, custom
2½d.
Widow Alice, 3 ac. 26d, custom 2½d.
Henry the fisher, 2 ac. 18d, custom 2½d.
Matilda By-the-water (Iuxta Aquam), 1 ac. 12d,
custom 2½d.
Walter Bonde the elder, 2½ac. 18d, custom 2½d.
Hugh son of Hawise, a messuage and 1 ac. 12d,
custom 2½d.
Thomas the clerk, 1½ac. 16d, custom 2½d.
Wakerild, 1½ ac. 14d, custom 2½d, watergavel 4d.
William Messer, 1½ac. 16d, custom 2½d, also ¼ ac.
6d
Walter the smith, 3 ac. 22d, no service.
Alice widow of Ellis, 1 ac. 6d.
William Parmenter, 3 ac. 18d.
Richard the fisher, 1 ac. 10d.
Roger de Kalmecrof, a messuage and ½ac. 4d.
William Fort, a messuage 12d.
Henry the fisher, 2 ac. 3s.
Alexander Sturm, ½ac. 12d.
Walter of Minsterworth, 2 ac. 16d.
Randolph Cannar, a messuage 6d.
Agnes Basse, a messuage 14d.

(s) A cottar was a cottager .

Custom from the demesne, viz. from 9 men who hold
as before from the manor, 3s 9d and 13 geese for a
certain road (or right of way?) worth 26d.
Sum £9 3s 0 ½d (sic)
All the above except Walter Bonde have to pay a fine
for their daughters to marry outside the manor.
The men of Leya (t) render for the water (pro aqua)
28s a year.
The men of Ovre (u) for the same 8s 2d.
All freemen and others should be tallaged (v) at the
king’s will.

(t) Probably Ley, a hamlet in the parish of Westbury.
(u) Over, a hamlet in the neighbouring parish of
Highnam.
(v) Tallage: an annual tax levied on manorial tenants;
it was abolished in the 14th century and replaced by
other forms of taxation.

Pleas (w), heriots (x) and perquisites (y) are worth 2½
marks (i.e. £1 13s 4d) a year

(w) Disputes brought before the manorial court.
(x) On the death of a tenant and to retain
tenure of his lands, his heir was required to give the
deceased’s best beast to the lord.
(y) casual payments coming to the lord of the manor
in addition to regular income.

View of frankpledge (z) 1 mark (i.e. 13s 4d.).
Toll of boats 4s a year.

(z) Refers to the procedure held at the manorial court
leet to regulate the working of the tithings within the
manor. Every member of a tithing was answerable to
the court for the good conduct of others in his tithing.
Each tithing (or company of ten householders) was
expected to pay a communal fee to the manor court;

Total £4 5s 4d. (sic)
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those found not to be in a tithing could be fined.
Stock: if the pasture remains dry without flooding, the
lord king may have 500 of sheep and 30 pullets and
30 bullocks and 60 pigs.

Given Minsterworth’s riverside location, flooding has
always been a seasonal hazard at times inflicting great
damage to livestock and crops. The natural
interpretation here is that in a good year the king
would have common for 500 sheep etc.

Bedrips (aa) 4s.
Assarts, brewing, milling and baking, nil.
Escheats (ab), Normans’ land (ac) and other things
written there, nil.

(aa) Bedrip (or Bederepe) was another service
performed by a tenant for his lord, namely that of
reaping during the harvest.
(ab) Escheat: the reversion of land to the lord or the
Crown on the death of a tenant without heirs or after
committing a felony.
(ac) A corruption of Noman’s land meaning any
unclaimed waste land.
(ad) William Putot was sheriff of Gloucester at least
in 1225 and 1231.25 Around 1233, Hubert de Burgh,
earl of Kent, held the manor of Elmore and is recorded
as having granted tithes on lamprey and fish taken in
his Elmore fisheries to the prior of Llanthony 26. The
involvement of Minsterworth manor here is borne out
by a record of 1231 stating that a gift had been made
to de Burgh and Margaret his wife of the yearly rent
of 33s 4d which “their men of the manor of Elmore
used to pay to the king by the hands of the bailiff of
Minsterworth”. In return, they gave to the king each
year a pair of gilt spurs, again through the bailiff of
Minsterworth.27.

Alienated rents. The king is said to have given 2½
marks (i.e. £1 13s 4d) to the countess of Kent when
William Putot was sheriff of Gloucester and Hubert
de Burgh was justiciar, for as long as the latter holds
office. The money came from the watergavel of the
township of Elmore and ought to be paid to the keeper
of the manor.(ad)

Villeins and fugitives, nil.
Assarted woods of the lord king, nil.
Tenants of the demesne called Inlond
Walter Stut, 6 ac. 3s. Suit [of court] every 3 weeks,
mowing 1 day, haymaking 1 day, harvest 1 day,
supplying hay 1 day, relief, heriot, tallage and fine for
his daughter to marry outside the manor.
Margaret Gold, 6 ac., same service and custom.
Henry de Boifeld, 6 ac. ditto.
Widow Alice, 7 ac. ditto.
Adam the fisher, 6 ac. ditto.
Roger de Kalvercroft, 6¼ ac. ditto.
William Petevin, 6 ac. ditto.
Eve Stok, 6 ac. ditto.
Thomas the smith and William le Skynnar, 6 ac. ditto.
Margaret le Hayward, ¼ ac 1½d.
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B. EXTRACT FROM THE REGISTER OF
JOHN WYCHE, PRIOR OF LLANTHONY BY
GLOUCESTER. 28
Minstreworth: at a court with a view of tenants before
John Pauncefoot, knight, steward, on the last day of
May 10 Hen.VI (31 May 1432) (a) John prior of
Llanthony by Gloucester appeared by his cellarer
according to the custom of the manor of Minsterworth
and gave the Lord 2s as a fine to have an inquisition
of the court concerning common pasture in the
Comyn Ham by Cornham (b) for him and his tenants
at the Ree (c) such as they have been accustomed to
have since before the memory of men. The homage
(d), required to answer according to custom, stated on
oath that the tenants of five whole messuages of the
prior at the Ree and their predecessors had and by
right were accustomed to have common pasture in the
common land called Comyn Ham for all their cattle at
all times of the year. They had no knowledge of any
common or pasture rights there for any of the prior’s
cattle.

(a) John Pauncefoot (of Hasfield) served as sheriff of
Gloucestershire a number of times between 1421 and
1434.29
(b) According to the 1839 tithe map30 for
Minsterworth, ‘Common Ham’ was an open field to
the east of Cornham, located across the Severn from
Hempsted (see map); it later became known as
Minsterworth Ham. This seems to be the same field
referred to as ‘Crolingham common’ in A. above.
(c) The Rea is situated in the southern part of
Hempsted parish.
(d) Homage: a collective term for the assembly of
tenants at a manorial court.

Comment
An indication is given of the value of land at that
time. Arable land in demesne is said to yield 6d per
acre per annum but the yield from meadow land was
as much as 2s per acre. Some pasture land is worth
12s and some 15s per annum (presumably reflecting
varying qualities of the soil) and common pasture
brings in 13s 4d. but no details of acreage are
provided with these sums. Rents received from lands
leased out to tenants vary from tenant to tenant but
most fall in the range 5-6d per acre suggesting that it
was arable. There are several examples of much more
being paid, especially among cottars (the poorest of
the tenants), some of whom paid at rates as high as
12d, 18d and even 24d per acre, perhaps indicating
that rent paid on a landholding included rent for a
house as well.

It seems unlikely that the manor delineated in the
extent equates to what we today think of as the manor
of Minsterworth. In particular, the description of de la
Mare and his men as 'others' (or outsiders) along with
the men of the abbot of Gloucester and of the prior of
Llanthony seems to indicate that the extent excludes
Murcott. The small amount of land in Duni quoted in
Domesday ( ½ virgate) may well be included though.
Assessing the overall area of the manor at this time
depends on knowing the size of the virgate there (it
varied greatly between manors). A clue is provided in
the detail of customary and Monday-men holdings
where the preferred units are the virgate, half-virgate,
12 acres and 6 acres. From this, it would appear that
in Minsterworth the virgate contained 48 acres. On
this basis, the manor contained, in all, 669½
customary acres of arable and 16½ of meadow. One
has to wait until 18th century for the next meaningful
surveys of land in Minsterworth (by which time
Murcott is included) and these provide acreages in the
range c.1500 to 1850 ac., Minsterworth Ham alone
accounting for over 300 acres 31 (the official O.S.
figure for the parish is 1902 statute ac.32). Even
without Murcott, it is apparent that the amount of
worked land in the manor in the 13th century was
quite a lot less than the overall area potentially
available. Quite possibly, the remainder was used as
common meadow and pasture, the greater part of
which would probably have been in the flood-prone
but fertile Hams.

The entry relating to weirs is intriguing. Most sources
on the subject indicate that at this time there were 1½
weirs in Minsterworth often referred to in
documentary sources as 'the king's weir at
Minsterworth and half of his weir at Duni'. These are
very likely the 1½ [weirs] belonging to Gloucester
Castle referred to in the extent. As already suggested,
the other half of the Duni weir may have been on the
Elmore side of the river. The modest sum of 5d each
paid by the three named individuals was probably in
respect of their part ownership of the Duni weir.
We are also told a good deal about the community in
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the manor, including its size. The earliest reflection of
population size for Minsterworth is in Domesday
which provides us with a combined figure for
Minsterworth and Duni of just nine, made up of 4
villagers or farmers (villi), 3 smallholders or cottagers
(bordari) and 2 slaves (servi). By the time of the
extent, the number of tenants of all sorts in the manor
was around 80. Assuming 4-5 dependants for every
tenant, one could speculate a population of perhaps
around 350 - a considerable increase on the
Domesday figure a century and a half earlier. We
cannot be sure however how many of the named
tenants lived within the manor since only one free
tenant and 6 cottagers are detailed as actually paying
tax on a messuage (although, as suggested above, the
land rents paid by many others probably included a
house as well). Interestingly, later surveys for
Minsterworth such as the 1522 Military Survey, the
1608 Men and Armour and more recent national
censuses all suggest that the population of
Minsterworth has remained at around 300-400 - not
dissimilar to the figure observed for the 13th century.

The list of tenants contains two references to Walter
the smith, one as a customary tenant and the other as
a cottager; whether this was in error or that there were
two blacksmiths called Walter is not clear. One of the
demesne tenants appears also to have been a
blacksmith.
Fishing must have provided at least a part of many
tenants' income and the section of the extent relating
to profits from fisheries confirms this. The income
earned from tenants casting a net (@ 8d (presumably
per annum)) implies that as many as 35 tenants were
engaged in fishing with nets (probably the traditional
long net). Similarly, the amounts for the use of traps
suggests that 10 tenants were involved in this activity
(some of whom could well have used nets as well).
The relatively small number of tenancies paying
watergavel implies that this related to the use of other,
less intensive, methods of fishing (e.g. lave net, line
etc.)
It is clear that Minsterworth manor was by no means
totally self-contained since it had a number of
arrangements with neighbouring manors and parishes
most of which involved access to pasturage in the
manor or to water controlled by the manor. The extent
tells us that a particular common field in demesne, in
addition to being used by free and customary tenants
of the manor, was also available (apparently without
payment) to certain tenants of Murcott manor ( "men
of Thomas de la Mare"), to tenants of Gloucester
abbey (the abbot's "2 men of Neweshull (?Newhall)")
as well as to the prior of Llanthony's "5 men of
Einencote" (by deduction the same as the prior's 5
tenants at the Rea in Hempsted manor). We are told
also that inhabitants of Ley in Westbury parish and
Over in Highnam parish paid Minsterworth manor
"for water", presumably taken from watercourses
under the control of the manor. The arrangement
whereby Minsterworth was involved in the payment
of watergavel from the manor of Elmore (and, later,
the gilt spurs which de Burgh had to render to the
king) certainly appears unusual but it may be that the
bailiff of Minsterworth was here acting in a special
role as an agent of the king. This early link between
Minsterworth and Elmore is additionally interesting

Of the five free tenancies listed (almost certainly
equating to those described elsewhere as "the richest
in the place" and "the king's farmers of the manor"),
only three actually hold any amount of land in the
manor, no more than 2 virgates apiece, although the
reference to widespread writs being held by Nicholas
and Margaret de la Felde suggests that their
possessions overall could be much larger. The fact
that William de Dunie is required only to pay rent for
water to his mill seems to indicate that his main
possession in the manor was a mill (quite possibly
water-driven using the Denny Brook at Duni). Roger
de Hama possesses only 1 ac. of meadow but he is the
only freeholder credited with a messuage in the
manor. The meaning of the entry "Of Gloucester"
under free tenants is unclear. Possibilities are that it
refers to the abbey of Gloucester or alternatively to
the secular city authority, but quite what rights it had
in the manor and why the fine it paid (12d) was so
small is not apparent.
Table 1 is a break-down of the remaining sets of
tenancies of the manor:

No. of
tenancies
Customary
9
Mondaymen
21
Cottagers
20
Demesne tenants 10

Total land
holdings

No. paying
watergavel

3 virgates 49 ac.
127 ac. (arable)
30 ac. (arable)
55½ ac. (arable)
15½ ac. (meadow)

5
7
1
nil

Customary
fine
6-12d
5d
2½d
[labour instead]

Table 1: Tenancies of the manor (excluding free tenancies)
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Holding
a messuage
nil
nil
6
nil

though. The two communities of Minsterworth and
Elmore Back on the opposite bank of the Severn have
always been closely connected socially and
economically. Tradition has it that Elmore Back was
even a part of Minsterworth parish but there is no
sound documentary evidence for this. Watergavel
from Elmore would very likely have derived from
tenants living closest to the river, especially perhaps
at Elmore Back; having to pay their watergavel
through Minsterworth in the way indicated would
have engendered something of a special relationship
with Minsterworth, one that seems to have continued
through the centuries.

2

And so to the question as to why the priory of
Llanthony was so interested to have the extent of
Minsterworth recorded in such detail in its registers.
The fact that certain of the prior's men of Rea had
rights to pasture in the manor would certainly have
been of concern to him as would the wish to ensure
that this right remained firmly established in the
appropriate documentation of Minsterworth manor.
The second manuscript (item B above) seems to take
the matter a stage further however since it appears
that the 15th century prior John was claiming that the
rights which had applied for centuries to his men of
Rea should also apply to his own cattle. In fact he was
prepared to pay the customary fee of 2s for the manor
court of Minsterworth to conduct an inquisition (i.e.
inquiry) into the matter. As the document tells us, the
verdict of the court (made up of Minsterworth
tenants) did not support his claim.
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THE REVOLT OF OWAIN GLYN DWR AND THE PARLIAMENT
OF GLOUCESTER IN 1407
Russell Howes
Parliament met at Gloucester in 1407; it was the third
occasion on which it had met there. The cause of its
meeting outside London was the revolt of Owain
Glyn Dwr in Wales. Gloucester was not the base for
English operations against the Welsh; Worcester and
Hereford were usually the towns where armies
assembled. But it was near the scene of action. Plans
had been made by King Henry IV’s government to
call parliament to Gloucester in 1406, though a threat
from the French caused their cancellation; the choice
of Gloucester, it was said then, was so that the king
might be near to Henry prince of Wales who had been
sent against the rebels.1

proclamation to be made that all knights and esquires
able to do so, and archers who took the king’s yearly
wages, should come to the king at Worcester, together
with another hundred archers, the best of the county.
The expedition achieved little result.3
The first parliament after the outbreak of rebellion
demanded savage measures against the Welsh people.
‘I heard debated very many harsh things to be put in
force against the Welsh,’ wrote Adam of Usk. The
king enacted several statutes. No Welshman was to
purchase land in any English town of the Marches;
eight towns were named in particular, including
Gloucester; another statute extended this prohibition
to any English town. No Welshman was to be
admitted as citizen or burgess, and any already
admitted were to give security for their good
behaviour, and none was to hold any office or to bear
arms. Welshmen came into the border counties and
seized cattle and detained people on some legal
pretext, such as debt; if these were not given up, it
was to be lawful for English people to arrest all men
coming with goods from Wales. A Welshman
convicted of felony in England, who fled into Wales,
was liable to the execution of his sentence by the
lords in Wales. The marcher lords were enjoined to
keep sufficient guards in their castles. No Englishman
might be condemned at the suit of a Welshman, but
only by English justices and burgesses. A few men
described as Welshmen, or with surnames suggesting
Welsh origin, were recorded in Gloucester in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. They possessed
land and houses. Among the bailiffs were Adam the
Welshman, John le Walssh, John Monmouth, and
Robert Swansea who served in 1397-8.

The Welsh rebellion began when Owain Glyn Dwr
attacked and burnt houses at Ruthin belonging to
Lord Grey of Ruthin in 1400. The lands of the two
men lay close together and there was a border dispute.
This private quarrel quickly grew into a national
revolt by the Welsh, in which Glyn Dwr was declared
prince of Wales. In nearly every year after this
incident the sheriff of Gloucestershire was called on
to provide soldiers for the suppression of the rebels.
At the time of Glyn Dwr’s action King Henry IV was
returning through the Midlands from an armed foray
into Scotland. He gave orders on 19 September
to the sheriffs of several counties, including
Gloucestershire, to send knights, esquires, archers and
‘fencible’ men to meet him at Coventry, because the
men of North Wales had risen in insurrection.2
The following year saw the insurrection spread to
many parts of Wales. In an audacious move the
brothers Gwylym and Rhys ap Tudur of Anglesey
captured Conway castle, although it was soon
recovered for the king. In the south Adam of Usk
reported that villeins rose up against William
Beauchamp, lord of Abergavenny. Gloucestershire
was one of the counties required to have men ready to
march there if necessary, to relieve William
Beauchamp who was besieged. In the late spring the
king marched as far as Worcester, but was obliged to
return to London; the sheriff of Gloucestershire had
been required to come in person to the king at
Worcester with the knights, esquires, men at arms and
archers of the county. Glyn Dwr burnt the town of
Lampadarne (Aberystwyth); the king appointed
Prince Henry to go there, and the sheriffs of
Gloucestershire and other border counties were
ordered to array the force of their county
(posse comitatus). In September the king led another
expedition, and the sheriff was ordered to cause

One of these measures was modified immediately;
the government ordered that, though the men of North
Wales had risen in insurrection, no one was to do
anything to the king’s subjects of South Wales, who
might come in and out of England with their goods
and merchandise, so long as they were of good
behaviour. Towns like Gloucester traded with the
Welsh. Already three men of Laugharne
in Carmarthenshire, who bought beans in
Gloucestershire and Somerset, had had them seized,
but the sheriff of Gloucestershire was ordered to
release them. In 1404 the merchants of Haverford and
the men of Carmarthen were authorised to buy food
in Bristol and Gloucestershire.4
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In 1402 the Welsh rebellion became linked with the
English dynastic dispute. Sir Edmund Mortimer, who
joined in the fighting against the Welsh, was defeated
and captured by Glyn Dwr at Pilleth near Knighton.
In order to escape captivity, according to Adam of
Usk, he agreed to marry Glyn Dwr’s daughter. Sir
Edmund was uncle to the young Edmund, earl of
March, who carried what was eventually to be the
Yorkist claim to the English throne. King Henry IV
planned a three-pronged attack on the rebels.
A commission to the sheriff and three gentlemen of
Gloucestershire ordered them to supervise and try
fencible men, and send them to Edmund, earl of
Stafford, at Hereford. The king himself would lead an
army from Shrewsbury, and the prince of Wales from
Chester. Several Midland counties, probably
including Gloucestershire, were ordered to send men
to Hereford, to be led by a group of lords, including
Lord Berkeley. This threefold expedition was turned
back by foul weather caused, according to Thomas
Walsingham’s chronicle, by Glyn Dwr’s magic.
Parliament met on 30 September and gave full
attention to the problem of Wales, and the king made
further penal statutes against the Welsh. Everyone,
English or Welsh, was forbidden to send arms or
victuals into Wales, except to English garrisons. No
Welshman was to be keeper of a castle or fortress.
Garrisons of castles and walled towns were to be of
‘valiant English persons’. In a blow against cherished
Welsh custom, rhymers and minstrels were not to be
allowed at gatherings in Wales.5

A man of notorious reputation in Gloucestershire
undertook what looks like a plundering expedition
against the Welsh for private gain. Adam of Usk
related that James Clifford of Frampton upon Severn,
together with one William Rye, armed a fleet with
men of Bristol and raided Glamorgan; there they
pillaged the church of Llandaff, but they were driven
back by the country people. James Clifford constantly
appears in contemporary records, accused of violent
misdeeds. Together with Anselm Guise he pursued a
long vendetta against John atte Wode and his wife
Alice. These two presented a petition to parliament in
1402, complaining of their oppressions and
extortions. Eventually Clifford was convicted of
having procured the murder of atte Wode, and was
imprisoned for a time in 1406.7
The peak of Glyn Dwr’s success came when his men
captured the royal castles of Harlech and Aberystwyth
in 1404. But the Welsh suffered a defeat at Grosmont
by Sir John Greyndour, who was sheriff of
Gloucestershire in 1405-6 and 1411-12, and had land
in the forest of Dean. The king led no expedition this
year, and the prince of Wales’s activities were in
South Wales. Richard of York, younger brother of the
duke of York, led men to Abergavenny, where
William Beauchamp was still beleaguered. The prince
of Wales and his brother Thomas went to the relief of
Coity castle near Bridgend, and a contingent from
Gloucester was ordered to meet the princes at
Hereford, where they would receive their wages.
When parliament met there were complaints that the
Marcher lords were not maintaining sufficient
garrisons in their castles. Men with lands in the
Marches were again ordered to remain on them. The
commons were anxious about the cost of the war, and
got the king to record a declaration in English that it
was his intention to ‘live upon his own’; this was one
of the first records in English in the Rolls of
Parliament, which were kept in French.8

In 1403 Henry, prince of Wales, was formally
constituted the king’s lieutenant in Wales, with power
to array the men of the counties of Salop, Worcester,
Hereford and Gloucester for defence against the
rebels. The Welsh gained English allies when the earl
of Northumberland and Henry ‘Hotspur’ his son
revolted, but the king defeated them at Shrewsbury.
The government pressed landowners with lands on
the borders of Wales to take responsibility for
defending them; the sheriff of Gloucestershire had to
warn knights, esquires and yeomen with lands in the
county to hasten to them and remain on them so as to
resist the rebels, for it was thought that Glyn Dwr’s
men were short of food supplies and would raid the
Marches. Men with castles, like Lord Berkeley’s
brother James at Tretower castle, were to furnish them
with soldiers.6

The Welsh cause was weakened in 1405 by the defeat
of the earl of Northumberland and Archbishop
Scrope, for Glyn Dwr had hoped for their help. The
men of Gloucestershire were growing weary of
repeated campaigns into Wales; the men took their
wages and then refused to go; the sheriff and the
bailiffs of Gloucester were ordered to arrest such
men. And there was suspicion that English
sympathisers were carrying food and armour to the
Welsh rebels. Another dangerous link between Welsh
rebels and English opponents of the king was
frustrated when Constance Lady Despenser was
arrested at Cheltenham. She was the widow of
Thomas Despenser, briefly earl of Gloucester,
executed for his part in the rebellion in favour of
Richard II which came to a bloody end at Cirencester
in 1400. She was attempting to bring the young earl

A royal expedition to Wales again took place in the
late summer. Knights and other men were ordered to
be at Worcester, furnished and arrayed, by 3
September. Subsequently the king announced that he
would be at Hereford, and the sheriff of
Gloucestershire was to bring his men there. Men from
the south of Gloucestershire were summoned to
Chepstow, and those from other parts to Gloucester.
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of March and his brother to join Glyn Dwr. Warfare
spread to the sea in 1405, for Glyn Dwr secured an
alliance with the French. Thomas Lord Berkeley, who
had been appointed in 1403 admiral of the fleet from
the mouth of the Thames towards the west, was
ordered to take six ships together with mariners in
Bristol and Gloucestershire and go to sea on the
king’s service. The French landed at Milford Haven.
Men from 18 counties were summoned to the king at
Hereford to march against the invaders; the
rendezvous was soon after changed to Worcester.
Thomas Walsingham said that the French came in 140
ships, but Lord Berkeley and Henry Pay fought
against them and captured 15 in the harbour. The
French attacked and temporarily held the town of
Carmarthen, but Lord Berkeley and his fellows took a
further 14 ships.9

surrendered. In the meantime there should be a
suspension of hostilities. Nevertheless sheriffs were
ordered to send men to join the king at Evesham.
Walsingham wrote that, as soon as the prince
withdrew, Glyn Dwr regained the castle by treachery.
That was not so. A Welsh account recorded that, when
Rhys sought approval of his negotiations, Glyn Dwr
threatened to cut off his head if he surrendered; and he
gathered soldiers together and brought relief within
the stipulated time. The prince left the siege so that he
could attend the parliament at Gloucester.11
The cost of the war in Wales, coupled with
intermittent fighting against the French, strained the
king’s treasury. The government had recourse to
loans. One of the biggest lenders was Richard
Whittington, who served his second term as mayor of
London from 1406 to 1407. His family continued to
be prominent in Gloucestershire; his elder brother
Robert Whittington was member of parliament for
Gloucestershire in 1406, and was member on five
other occasions. The government asked the abbots of
Winchcombe and Gloucester and others to seek loans
from individuals and from monasteries on the borders
of Wales. The burgesses of Gloucester lent £100.
Small sums were lent by the priors of Llanthony and
Deerhurst. In the course of his operations at sea Lord
Berkeley lent the king £1,000.12

There was another French attempt to aid Glyn Dwr in
1406, when they sent 38 ships; eight of these were
captured. 1406 was regarded by Professor Rees
Davies as a turning point for Glyn Dwr: French aid
disappeared, the English recovered ‘political poise
and unity’, and Welsh support for rebellion waned.
The opponents of Henry IV suffered setbacks. In a
defeat on St. George’s day the Welsh lost 1,000 men
killed. Glyn Dwr had sought an alliance with the
Scots, but James I, who had just succeeded as their
king, was captured by the English.10

This was the situation when parliament met at
Gloucester on 20 October 1407. In this parliament Sir
Thomas Fitz Nichol and Thomas Mille were returned
for Gloucestershire. Fitz Nichol was of distinguished
lineage, for his family claimed descent from Nicholas,
son of Robert Fitz Harding, the ancestor of the
Berkeley family. He was elected to parliament 15
times from 1382 to 1415. He had sympathised with
the earl of Arundel and the opponents of Richard II,
and supported the accession of Bolingbroke, sitting in
the parliament which deposed King Richard. He
acquired some of the valuables seized from the lords
whose rebellion ended at Cirencester in 1400. He was
one of those who led men of Gloucestershire against
the Welsh in 1402. His chief estate in Gloucestershire
was at Hill. Thomas Mille belonged to a Devon
family; he came to Gloucestershire through his
marriage to Juliana Rous, whose inheritance included
Harescombe and Duntisbourne Rous. He was again
member for Gloucestershire in 1411.13

The king led no expedition into Wales in 1407.
Orders that had been given to meet him at Hereford
were countermanded. Men of Gloucestershire with
possessions in South Wales who had abandoned them
because of the war were ordered to return, especially
to those lordships which had been reduced to
obedience. By the time parliament met at Gloucester
the long siege of Aberystwyth seemed about to reach
a successful conclusion. Lord Berkeley was instructed
to cut down timber in the king’s forests near Bristol,
and, if necessary, in Prince John’s woods in the forest
of Dean. This was for making ‘machines, bastilles and
other engines’ He was to bring the timber in two
barges by sea to Aberystwyth, and also bring twenty
carpenters, one of them ‘a curious surveyor and
scientific designer’.
However it seems from the words of Prince Henry
and of the Speaker at the parliament of Gloucester
that the Prince was in peril because some in his
company fled and departed. So elaborate articles were
drawn up on 12 September between Henry prince of
Wales and Rhys ap Gruffydd (usually known as Rhys
Ddu) and his fellow rebels. If the prince and his
soldiers remained in the town of Aberystwyth and
continued in it during the week from 24 October to 1
November, and the garrison of the castle was not
relieved by Owain Glyn Dwr, then the castle would be

The two members for the borough of Gloucester were
both prominent burgesses. John Bisley, whose father
probably bore the same name, served in parliament
five times from 1406, and he was bailiff three,
perhaps four, times from 1410. Since he was
recorded in 1409-10 as receiving an annual fee and a
robe from the stewards of Gloucester, it is likely that
he was a lawyer. Roger Ball had been member for
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Gloucester in 1395, and served only then and in 1407.
He was bailiff on ten, or possibly eleven, occasions.
He was one of those who contributed to a loan to the
king for the suppression of the rebellion in Wales.14

The king’s privy council met regularly during
parliament and some ten formal documents were
dated from Gloucester. They ranged from the
appointment of ambassadors for negotiating with
foreign powers to the restoration of their temporal
incomes to newly appointed bishops. One document
specified that it was witnessed by the king in the
abbey of Gloucester, another at ‘our castle of
Gloucester’. When parliament was expected to be at
Gloucester in 1406 horses and carts were ordered for
the carriage of the rolls of chancery from London to
Gloucester. In1407 the king’s travelling arrangements
included the carriage of his conies from the warren of
Aldbourne to Gloucester, and after parliament the
carriage back to London of, not only the rolls of
chancery, but also beds and other ‘stuff’ of the great
wardrobe.18

The Speaker of the Gloucester parliament was
Thomas Chaucer, son of Geoffrey Chaucer the poet.
He was one of the members for Oxfordshire, serving
as such first in 1400, and then on 13 subsequent
occasions. The medieval Speaker was not an impartial
chairman, but rather a spokesman for the king and the
government. It is clear that Thomas Chaucer
supported the revolution of 1399 which made Henry
IV king, and he continued to be a staunch Lancastrian.
In particular he supported Henry prince of Wales the
king’s son, even, towards the end of the reign, against
his father. By his marriage Thomas Chaucer acquired
property at Ewelme in Oxfordshire. He died in 1434,
and was buried in a splendid tomb at Ewelme.15

No chronicler has left a satisfactory account of the
parliament of 1407. The Annales Ricardi Secundi et
Henrici Quarti (in some manuscripts) broke off
abruptly in 1406. The annals are continued in one
manuscript, which has been published as The St.
Albans Chronicle 1406-1420. The Historia Anglicana
of Thomas Walsingham has a narrative very similar to
that of the Annales, and was probably derived from it.
Walsingham believed that parliament was in London
in 1407, and dismissed it in one sentence.19 The
Chronicle of Adam of Usk covered the years from
1377 to 1421. However Adam went to Rome in 1401;
in some way he incurred the displeasure of Henry IV
and stayed away until he received a pardon in 1411.
He reported some happenings in Wales and England,
but made no mention of the parliament of Gloucester.
The history of St. Peter’s Abbey in the Historia et
Cartularium Monasterii Gloucestriae concluded with
an account of the abbacy of Walter Frocester but was
silent on the parliament.

The arrangements at Gloucester in 1407 for the
meeting of parliament in St. Peter’s abbey were
somewhat different from those in 1378. The
commons met in the frater or refectory and not in the
chapter house. Similarly the commons moved in
1404 from the chapter house to the refectory at
Westminster abbey. The commons assembled at 8
o’clock in the morning. It was nowhere stated where
the full parliament met at Gloucester; it was
presumably in the Great Hall of the abbey, as in 1378,
where the Parliament Room is now, and probably the
lords stayed there when the commons withdrew.
Much of the business of parliament was the
answering of petitions, and two committees of triers
were regularly appointed to deal with petitions not
brought before the full parliament. At Gloucester
these were given the Base or Lower Hall (la Base
sale) and the Corner Chamber (la Corner Chaumbre)
in which to meet. It is not clear where these were;
possibly the Base or Lower Hall was the undercroft
below the Great Hall.16

Parliament opened in the usual way with a statement
from the government of the cause of summons. This
was pronounced by the chancellor, who was Thomas
Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury. He cited the
rebellion of Wales, the safeguard of the sea, and the
protection of Guienne, Calais, Ireland and the March
of Scotland, and the resultant need for money. There
was argument about taxes granted by the previous
parliament. The commons wished to know how they
had been spent. The chancellor refused the request,
and said that he had already spoken to the commons
in the frater and given them a written statement; he
added sourly that the lords of the council had made
large loans and expected rather some thanks.20

Among the lords attending this parliament were
Thomas IV Lord Berkeley and William Bradley, the
abbot of Winchcombe, for both were listed as triers.
The abbot of Gloucester was normally summoned to
parliament; since 1381 this was Walter Frocester, who
had been granted the right to wear a mitre by Pope
Urban VI. Lord Berkeley had helped to secure the
accession of Henry IV. He was one of the lords of the
council, and his name was included when the king in
1404 gave the commons a list of members of the privy
council. It had become customary in the fourteenth
century for the lords and commons each to appoint a
few representatives to ‘intercommune’ or consult
together; this was done for the last time at Gloucester
in 1407.17

The granting of taxation was always a sensitive issue.
In 1401 the commons had asked that they might have
answers to their petitions before making any grant;
but the king replied that to do so would be contrary to
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custom. Two years later the commons deferred their
grant so long that parliament lasted, with
adjournments, a whole year. The author of the
Annales wrote that such delay merely resulted in
double damage to the community, for in the end the
commons granted what was demanded, and their
expenses would almost have provided the subsidy
sought. At Gloucester the commons did not make
their grant until the last day of parliament, which was
2 December. They reported a serious ‘altercation’
between the lords and the commons. For on 21
November the king had sat in council with the lords
and discussed the means necessary for the defence of
the realm. The lords had proposed one and a half
tenths from cities and boroughs and one and a half
fifteenths from the other people, and a continuance of
the subsidy on wool and the other customs duties.

the duke of York, against whom slanderous words had
been spoken; by his good advice and counsel the
prince and his company had been saved from great
perils; he was a loyal and valiant knight. The Speaker
added that all those who had steadfastly stayed with
the prince of Wales should be commended, and that
those who had fled from his company should be
punished. This was the situation at the siege of
Aberystwyth which had obliged the Prince to
negotiate with the rebels.21
Edward duke of York’s previous career had shown an
ambivalent attitude towards the house of Lancaster.
He was the son of Edmund of Langley, the king’s
uncle, and as earl of Rutland had led the accusations
against the duke of Gloucester and other lords who
were enemies of Richard II; for this he received the
title of duke of Aumerle or Albemarle. In the first
parliament of Henry IV he was accused of plotting the
murder of the duke of Gloucester and the execution of
the other lords, and was deprived of his title of duke.
He may have been implicated in the plot against
Henry IV which had been foiled at Cirencester in
1400; he was said to have ridden post haste from
London to Windsor, and revealed - or betrayed - the
plot to Henry IV. This event was dramatised by
Shakespeare. He came to terms with the new regime,
and after he succeeded as duke of York in 1402 he
was appointed lieutenant of South Wales. Suspected
of involvement in the plot to carry off the earl of
March to Wales in 1405, he was imprisoned in
Pevensey castle. He was restored to his former
dignity in 1406, to the surprise of many, wrote
Thomas Walsingham, because he was thought to have
died in prison. After the praise which he received
from Prince Henry at Gloucester the duke of York
remained loyal, and died fighting at the battle of
Agincourt in 1415. The Speaker asked also that some
honour, and substance from which to sustain their
estates, might be granted to the king’s other sons,
Thomas, John and Humphrey; but they had still to
wait some time before they became the dukes of
Clarence, Bedford and Gloucester.

This was reported to twelve members of the
commons. When they in turn reported to their fellows,
the commons were much disturbed, and said that it
was to ‘the prejudice and derogation of their
liberties’. It was the established custom that it was the
commons who proposed to the king and the lords the
amount and manner of any taxation. Henry IV,
mindful that he had come to power by the aid of
parliament, was anxious to avoid disagreement. He
took advice from the lords, and declared that while it
was permissible for the lords and commons in their
separate meetings to discuss the state of the realm and
to propose remedies, they should not make any report
to the king until they were ‘of one assent and
agreement’. The king wished that the proceedings
which had produced the altercation should not be
drawn into precedent. This incident and debate were a
significant constitutional step towards the ultimate
control of taxation by the commons.
In the event the taxation first proposed was agreed
upon. The subsidy on wool and the other customs
duties were granted for two years. The king, further to
placate the commons, made a gesture of generosity
‘of his proper motion and free will’, and undertook to
demand no further fifteenth or other subsidy until the
feast of the Annunciation (25 March) in two years. It
was a promise which he kept. Loans made by
merchants were secured by future taxation, and when
in the following year collectors of customs were
appointed in the chief ports Richard Whittington was
one of the two collectors in the port of London.

Further measures against the Welsh were sought by
the parliament of Gloucester. The commons
petitioned that the lords of the Marches should guard
their castles and lands without putting more charge
upon the realm of England. The king agreed. There
had been repeated orders that the lords and
landowners of the Marches and Wales should remain
on their lands and share the burden of defence.
Suppression of the rebellion was partly a matter of
enforcing the criminal law in Wales. The commons
asked, and the king agreed, that felons should be
brought to the gaol of ‘the country’ where they were
taken, and there brought to justice. There were
apparently loopholes, by which suspected felons

On the busy last day of parliament the commons had
a happier task to perform. The Speaker prayed in the
name of the commons that the king would thank the
prince of Wales for his diligence shown and hardship
suffered in resisting the great rebellion of the Welsh.
The prince came into the assembled parliament and
knelt before the king. He praised the good services of
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could ‘disclaim’ or receive ‘letters of March’, and
escape punishment; this probably happened because
Wales was divided between counties under royal
sheriffs and lordships under Marcher lords. Two
statutes were enacted to effect these reforms.

was summoned, proclamation should be made in ‘full
county’, that is in the county court, that all there
present, together with other ‘suitors’ who were
entitled or had a duty to come to the court, should
attend the election, and in ‘full county’ they should
proceed to the election freely and indifferently. This
statute was re-enacted in 1413. There is no
description from this period of a county court of
Gloucestershire carrying out a parliamentary election.
Nor were there complaints from Gloucestershire of
undue elections. However a very unsuitable member
was elected in 1404, when the disreputable James
Clifford was returned.24

There was a complaint from the people of
Herefordshire about activities of the Welsh which
may well have affected other border counties like
Gloucestershire. Rebels came out of Wales and
carried off people and held them to ransom. Rebels
came and robbed them; but when the king’s subjects
pursued them with hue and cry the Welsh would give
no aid, but threatened to kill the pursuers. The king
replied that the lords of the Marches must compel
their officers to give aid to the aggrieved parties. The
effect of the lawlessness, said the commons, was that
honest people dared not remain on their land.22

After the parliament of Gloucester the Welsh
rebellion was gradually overcome. The sieges of
Aberystwyth and Harlech continued. In 1408 a
mason, Richard de Lone, was ordered to take stone
cutters and workmen to make stones for the king’s
cannons and guns within the lordship of Harescombe
in Gloucestershire. Stone cannon balls embedded in
the floor of the gatehouse of Harlech castle may be
relics of the siege in the time of Glyn Dwr.
Aberystwyth castle surrendered in September 1408.
The prince of Wales took Harlech castle in 1409,
when he captured the wife and three daughters of
Glyn Dwr; Sir Edmund Mortimer died there during
the siege.25

For many years there had been dissatisfaction with
the wealth, power and corruption of the Church. This
was exacerbated by the continuing schism, resulting
in rival popes in Rome and in Avignon. When the
king’s second son, Prince Thomas, was appointed at
Gloucester to negotiate with France for a good peace,
one of his objects was better to undertake the
appeasement of the schism in the church. The conflict
about the papacy increased its financial demands. The
claim of the court of Rome to appoint or ‘provide’ to
certain vacancies had been restricted by the statute of
provisors of 1351. The commons said that some
people stayed at Rome and sought to destroy those
who had been incumbents of benefices for many
years; and they believed that provisions were
obtained by simony. A further statute was made at
Gloucester enforcing all previous statutes and ending
with an injunction that all elections in the Church
should be free. Papal provision did take place in
certain circumstances. For example Pope Innocent VI
in 1406 made provision to Thomas Teynton of any
benefice at the disposal of the abbot and convent of
Tewkesbury, and licence was granted for the
execution of the bull. What amounted to a new papal
tax had developed, by which the Apostolic Chamber
or papal treasury demanded from bishops, abbots and
others ‘first fruits’, a sum equivalent to the first year’s
income from their benefice. Great sums were
demanded; which meant sending English money
abroad, something which worried the commons.
Parliament asked that no subject of the king should be
constrained to pay first fruits. Henry IV gave his
approval. Nevertheless first fruits continued to paid to
the pope until Henry VIII diverted them to the
Crown.23

Glyn Dwr was never captured. He disappeared from
the records, and no one knew what became of him,
which led to stories and hopes that he would one day
return as champion of the Welsh people. The truth
seems to be that his rebellion lost the support of the
Welsh people. The harsh laws enacted against the
Welsh did their work. Parliament in 1410 asked that
the statutes of 1402 and those made at Gloucester
should be held and kept. They were confirmed again
in 1447. After that time they were not strictly
enforced. Individual Welshmen of ambition obtained
enfranchisement, and endeavoured to follow the same
path of career as the English gentry. The statutes
against the Welsh were finally repealed in 1623.
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Further Information Concerning the Demise of Mitton Chapel
Bruce Watson

During the early 19th century the Worcestershire
Antiquarian Dr Peter Prattinton (1776- 1840) visited
many Worcestershire villages to record their churches
and collect information for a county history which he
never wrote.1 Recently, I noticed the following entry
in the Overbury material: ‘Bredon, Mitton, Mr
Charles Roberts has stone [wording uncertain] tiles
from the chapel now pulled down. He lives on Lord
Coventry’s estate’. Added along side was a further
note: ’none to be found as Mr Edgecombe 1818’.

during the 19th century. It seems probable that a lot of
the masonry from the demolished chapel was reused
in the range of 19th century farm buildings
constructed at Manor Farm on the site of the chapel.
These farm buildings were all demolished during the
1963 development, they contained a number of reused
fragments of architectural stonework, some of which
survive today in rockeries in Mitton .

Several years ago when Richard Sermon and I
researched the history of the chapel, we established
that it was still standing in 1702, and in 1775 was
described as a ruin.2 Interestingly Prattinton’s notes
confirm that this ruin was demolished shortly before
1818, which would explain why we could not find
any record of its existence as a standing building

1
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WHAT HAPPENED TO HARESCOMBE CASTLE?

Martin Ecclestone
Introduction

Haresfield Court, that was built after the Restoration8.
By 1291 the Harescombe manor was held by Roger le
Rous, and in 1305 and 1320 by John le Rous, together
with the manor of Duntisbourne Rouse9. In 1358 the
last male Rous died10; his daughter and heir Julian
married Thomas Mulle of Tremill (in Thorverton
parish 10 km north of Exeter), after her first husband
died in 1391-211. Apart from the years 1461-1475,
when the King confiscated the Mulle property for the
treasonable rebellion of Sir William Mulle12, the
Mulles (or Mylls) appear to have held the manor until
the 16th century.

The castle at Harescombe is a good example of how,
despite an almost total lack of evidence, a belief can
persist locally for many years, helped by the
occasional published speculation. The first part of this
article summarises some of the archival information
on Harescombe and its supposed castle, from which
the location of its actual manor house might be
deduced. The archaeological fieldwork described in
the second part of the article focused on two possible
sites for the manor house, using resistivity surveys to
find whether there is evidence of former buildings.

The earliest detailed description of Harescombe
manor is in the 1374 Inquisition post mortem on
Thomas le Rous13, which records that when he died in
1358 he held the manor for a quarter of a knight's fee,
with a capital messuage, a garden worth 40d, a
dovecot worth 40d, demesne land worth 17s 4d and
rents totalling 162s p.a., a not inconsiderable estate.
He also held land worth 12s 8d from St Peter's Abbey
in Gloucester. The capital messuage was worth
nothing, which suggests that it was unoccupied; the
absence of John le Rous from the 1327 Lay Subsidy
roll for Harescombe implies that he lived elsewhere14.
There was a chapel at Harescombe by 1181, when its
status and finances were regularised by an agreement
made between the Prior of Lanthony and Roger fitz
Alan (an ancestor of the Rous), which Melland Hall
translated and published15. Today's church of St John
the Baptist was consecrated in 1315 by the Bishop of
Worcester16 and was probably built by John le Rous
on the site of the earlier chapel. The church has the
county's oldest surviving church bell17, predating the
consecration by a century or more, and probably
surviving from the earlier chapel.

The Documentary Evidence
Harescombe is a small parish 8 km south of the centre
of Gloucester, lying below the Cotswold escarpment
east of Haresfield; the shared prefix probably derives
from an Anglo-Saxon called Hersa1. Until their
boundaries were rationalised in the late 19th century,
the five parishes of Haresfield, Harescombe,
Standish, Brookthorp and Whaddon were unusually
interwoven, as can be seen from G. Gwatkin's
transcript of their combined tithe and inclosure maps2.
The Victoria County History (VCH) has yet to deal
with Harescombe parish and the old Harescombe
Tithing of Haresfield, but this is partly remedied by a
collection of historical records that was published in
1885 by its Rector, the Rev. Melland Hall3.
Held by the King in 1086, Harescombe manor then
had only two ploughs and three virgates of land4. The
King also held a small estate of three manors, one of
which probably became the Harescombe Tithing of
Haresfield, that occupied most of the combe south of
Harescombe church5. Seven hides in the more
important manor of 'Sheriff's' Haresfield (the tithings
of Haresfield and Parkend) were held by Durand the
sheriff of Gloucester and his heirs until 1165, when
Humphrey de Bohun acquired the manor by his
marriage to the Gloucester heiress Margaret6. His
whole estate was held of the King for 14½ knights'
fees in 1212. The de Bohuns, who became earls of
Hereford, also held Harescombe, but as the VCH
says, they "presumably had a residence at Haresfield
in the mid-12th century when a park had been made
there”7. The Haresfield manor house was described in
1680 as "the great old stone house", and its massive
foundations were later found north of today's

The first and only contemporary reference to a castle
there was made in August 1480 by William
Worcestre, England's pioneer antiquary, on his way
from Cirencester to Malmesbury. The journal he
wrote on his travels18 refers to 'Haryscombe castle
near Paynswyke', but there is no evidence that he ever
visited Harescombe, or that his informant was not
confusing it with Haresfield where there was an
earthwork castle, though by then long since
abandoned. The local tradition that there was once a
castle in Harescombe appears to be founded entirely
on William Worcestre's note. Ralph Bigland recorded
that Harescombe Tithing "is said to have formerly
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Fig 1 : Harescombe: from the 1st edition OS 25" map, 1885, sheet 41/3
surveyed in 1882. Additions are :1. Names of Bottom and Top Fishponds
2. Gwatkin's field numbers C4, C18-20 and H706
3. Earthworks south of church and 80m east of the churchyard
4. The cottage in Bottom Fishponds (X) from the 1838 Tithe Map
5. Possible locations for the manor house at A, B, and C
6. The resistivity survey areas in 2004 (A) and 2006-7 (B)
been the demesnes of a castle built by the de Bohuns
which they inhabited"19, and the story was further
embroidered by the Rev. Melland Hall, who
suggested that it was built during the anarchy of
Stephen's reign20. The surveyor in 1882 of the 1st
edition OS 25 inch map of the area, which shows the
site of a castle and adjacent 'moats' on the south side
of the parish church (Figure 1), was presumably also
advised by the Rector. By publishing what were
locally believed to be 'antiquities' at a specific
locations, the earlier OS maps have often helped to
confirm mere speculation. It was not until 1920 that
the Ordnance Survey employed a competent
archaeologist (O G S Crawford) to build up a
trustworthy archaeological database, and more
adequate resources only became available after World
War II, when the OS Archaeology Division was
formed21.

Though there is no real evidence for a castle at
Harescombe, the 1358 Inquisition shows that there
was a medieval manor house of some kind, with
perhaps an acre of garden. It seems unlikely that this
was a high status building in an extensive precinct,
since as Mark Bowden has observed, all its medieval
lords seem to have had more important manors
elsewhere22. Chancellor Richard Parsons in his
collection of notes on parishes in the diocese of
Gloucester, made at the end of the 17th century, stated
that "Elmore Court was built with part of the stone
that came from the stately mansion house of
Humphrey de Bohun, earl of Hereford, at
Harescombe"23. Another document, possibly Parson's
source, states that "the greatest part of Elmore Court
.. was brought from Harescombe out of the remains of
the ancient manor house formerly belonging to
Humphrey de Bohun who lived and died there"24.
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property during the 18th century29. Elizabeth
Aylburton's second husband, Jacob Elton, sold his
third part of the manor house to a George Small in
1726, and William Clutterbuck bequeathed his share
to his nephew William Clutterbuck Chambers in
1785.

Elmore had been the seat of the Guise family since the
13th century, and the present day Elmore Court
replaced their medieval home around 158025. Since
Humphrey de Bohun's 'stately mansion house' was
almost certainly in Haresfield, it seems all too likely
that Harescombe was yet again confused with
Haresfield, and although that does not preclude stone
being taken to Elmore from an abandoned manor
house at Harescombe, it weakens the evidence for the
manor house being stone built rather than timber
framed.

The name 'Court Orchard' is recorded in both the
Harescombe Poor Rate accounts30 for 1710, 1735 and
1750, and the Land Tax returns31 from 1779 to 1801.
The former names a Mr Small as the owner, while the
latter records that in 1779 Miss Sophia Small and
William Clutterbuck jointly paid 44s for Court
Orchard and £6 for unnamed property, both items
tenanted by William Biddle. Since most other
properties in 1779 were given the name of a
farmstead, this suggests that Biddle's farm was
outside Harescombe, probably at Brook Farm. In
1801 the whole property was divided between a Mr
Clutterbuck (32 % of the tax) and Sophia Small's heir
Samuel Peach (68%) and from 1801 it no longer
appears in the tax returns because the owners were
exonerated by a one-off payment. For the whole
parish the average tax was 4s an acre, so there may
have been roughly 10 acres in Court Orchard,
compared with 4 acres in the 17th century. This
suggests that the name was extended to adjacent
fields in Harescombe (not Harescombe Tithing), but
since the 1839 Tithe Apportionment32 makes no
reference to Court Orchard it must have been
renamed, perhaps as Coombe Orchard, though this is
speculation.

An Inquisition post mortem on James Sandford in
163926 records that he held Harescombe Court, the
site of the Harescombe manor house, a four acre close
called Court Orchard, and "a lane or piece of ground
leading to the capital messuage". This property had
been purchased from a William Roberts and was held
of the King as of his manor of King's Barton by fealty
and 6s 8d p.a.; its net value was only 12d p.a.
Sandford also held the Park House or New Lodge
(near NGR SO 840095) and about 24 acres of pasture
in the Harescombe Tithing of Haresfield, that had
probably formed part of a medieval deer park. He had
purchased it from Thomas Hyett of Haresfield, and in
1639 it was held of Mary Howard, sister and heir of
Henry Stafford, as of his Honour of Hereford. The
Inquisition also records that Sandford had arranged
through indentures dated 1622 and 1638 that his
property should descend to his daughter Edith, who
had married John Michell in 1622, and next to their
eldest son James Michell. On James' death in 1698
his property was divided equally between his two
daughters Bridgett (wife of James Small and later of
William Clutterbuck) and Elizabeth Aylburton, and
his grandson Thomas Michell27. When his son (also
James, who died in 1689) married Mary Small in
1682, the marriage settlement indenture lists the
Michell lands in Harescombe, Haresfield, Randwick
and Westbury28. The indenture states that James
senior and his brother John then lived in a messuage
with a pigeon house in Harescombe, but this could
mean a house in Harescombe Tithing, possibly
today's Brook Farm. The old manor house is
described as "that Scyte Capitall Messuage Mansion
or Mannor House of the Mannor of Harescomb,
commonly called .. Harescomb Courte". There was
also "a close of Meadow or pasture ground to the said
Scyte .. adjoining and belonging containing by
estimacon four acres and commonly called .. the
Court Orchard. Together with the Lane or way lyeing
neere the said Close that Leadeth to a certain water
corn Mill there." The use of the word 'scyte' and the
omission of the occupant's name (that is given for
other messuages) suggests that the manor house itself
was not standing in 1682, or in 1639. The 1682
description recurs in later indentures (e.g.1706)
relating to the complicated subdivision of the Michell

Possible Sites for Harescombe Court
The indenture's 'lane to the water corn mill' is clearly
the road on which the old mill and the church now lie
(Fig 1), but neither the 1682 indenture or the 1639
Inquisition indicates whether the Court Orchard (and
thus the Court) lay north or south of the lane.
However, the Land Tax returns show that the north
side of the lane was held in 1779 by a Miles Hanley,
for whom there is no known connection with the
Michell/Small/Clutterbuck property. If the glebe land
and churchyard are also excluded, the possible sites
for the Court on the south side are (using the names
and numbers on Gwatkin's transcript of the Haresfield
inclosure and Harescombe tithe maps, that are added
to Fig.1), 5.1 acres in Coombe Orchard (C18), 2.5
acres in Fishpond Orchard (C19 and 20) and 1.3 acres
at the north end of Church Croft (C4)33. The only
possible location for the Court Orchard appears to be
Coombe Orchard itself (C18), since the south end of
Church Croft (H706) was in Harescombe Tithing and
therefore would not have been included in the Land
Tax for Harescombe. It may also be relevant that
medieval fishponds lay at the south end of Fishpond
Orchard (now called Bottom Fishponds while
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Coombe Orchard is called Top Fishponds), which
appear on air photographs taken in 1947 and 196934
as two parallel rectangular features. Manorial
fishponds were not always close to their manor house
however.

itself, this argues against it being the site of the manor
house.
Recent Field Work
The preceding discussion shows how flimsy the
documentary evidence for a castle at Harescombe is,
and the complete absence of clues for where it might
have been. Norman Quinnell, an OS Archaeology
Division Investigator, visited Harescombe in March
1970 and concluded there is "no trace of a motte or
any defensive work"40. The watercourses labelled as
'moats' on the 1885 OS map were either natural or (on
the south-west boundary of Top Fishponds) dug to
supply a watermill. However, there was certainly a
manor house, and some of its masonry may have been
taken to build Elmore Court in the late 16th century.
Three possible sites for this manor house have been
identified, one (site A on Fig.1) in the field now called
Top Fishponds, another (site B) in the adjacent field,
Bottom Fishponds, and the third (site C) in the field
east of the churchyard. Sites A and B now belong to
Threshold Farm, and Mr Conway Mayo has been
most helpful in allowing access; he has also indicated
areas in Top and Bottom Fishponds where large
stones have been unearthed in the past. Site C is in a
field with evidence of ridge and furrow, which may
have obliterated any house platform. The land here
slopes up to a considerable bank, of unknown origin,
that forms the field's eastern boundary. No
geophysical survey there has yet been considered.

Since the Haresfield Inclosure map excludes
Harescombe, the first useful map of the area near the
church is the 1838 Tithe map of Harescombe parish35.
This shows a 13m x 7m building at the north end of
Fishpond Orchard (now Bottom Fishponds), the area
identified in the previous paragraph as one of the
possible sites of the manor house. This building has
been added to Figure 1 (identified by the letter X, also
on Fig.3) together with the curtilage boundary
between C19 and C20 shown as a dashed line
pointing NNW; neither feature appears on the 1885
Ordnance Survey map. The associated Tithe
Apportionment (1839) records that the building was a
cottage occupied by George Smith, farmer, who held
7.6 acres of land in Bottom and Top Fishponds.
The Gloucestershire historian Rudge, writing about
1800, must have been referring to a site in Bottom
Fishponds when he wrote "an old mansion ... was
situated a little to the westward of the church ... The
appearance of the moat etc is still to be observed"36 .
His comment rules out the 1.3 acres in Church Croft,
east of the church. An unattributable 20th century
drawing of the topography at the north end of Bottom
Fishponds, that accompanies a description in terms of
a moated castle site37, shows that others have seen
this as a more likely manorial centre than that chosen
by the Ordnance Survey, in Top Fishponds. However,
two level, rectangular platforms each measuring
c.25m by 50m in the latter field, on the churchyard's
south side, cannot be ignored (see Fig.1). If we
subtract from Top Fishponds a one acre rectangle
(say, 80m east-west and 50m north-south) enclosing
these platforms, the remaining four acres would be
consistent with the stated area of Court Orchard.

Site A
Norman Quinnell noted 'small platforms' here, on
south-westerly sloping ground, and suggested that
these represented settlement shrinkage. In September
2001 Mark Bowden of English Heritage carried out a
1:500 plane table survey as a training exercise for two
students; their plan of the scarps, generally no more
than 0.4m high, has been copied onto Fig.1. The
larger platform, about 50m by 25m, "represents more
than merely peasant occupation" in Bowden's view, if
it is in fact a building platform41.

If the Court lay east of the church, in the 1.3 acres of
Church Croft (C4), this would be consistent with
Ralph Bigland's observation that "the site of their
ancient Residence is now faintly traced, at the Foot of
the Hill, above the Church, but no buildings are
preserved."38 When Haresfield was inclosed in 1831
this particular field in the Harescombe Tithing was
apportioned to the Rector39, having been previously
owned by William Clutterbuck Chambers, who was
descended through the Clutterbucks from James
Michell's daughter Bridget. At that time Chambers
owned all the land south of the churchyard as far as
the road past Brook Farm, in total 30 acres, and it is
likely that a proportion came from the Michells.
However, because the Croft had until 1839 been part
of Harescombe Tithing, rather than Harescombe

In July 2004 GADARG used its newly acquired
resistivity meter to survey 2200 square metres in the
same area; the boundaries of the survey are shown in
Fig.1. Fig 2 shows the results, with white indicating
areas of high resistivity, which seem to coincide with
the foot of the scarps, at least those on the south and
east sides. As such, it may represent rubble from walls
along these scarps. Within the platforms there are no
significant patterns that might indicate the
foundations of stone buildings, either robbed or in
situ. The purpose behind the construction of the
platforms therefore remains uncertain; a bowling
green is one possibility.
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Fig 2 : Resistivity survey of area A in Top Fishponds (July 2004)
Site B

second was oriented to get the maximum coverage
near the mill leat. Fig 5 shows the boundary of the
area covered by both surveys, while Fig 6 shows the
2006 survey superimposed on part of the 2007 survey.
There is clear evidence of high resistivity linear
features around the edge of the platform, but the
interior appears to be a jumble created by scattered
stone. In an attempt to get a clearer picture a third
survey was carried out in September 2007 at half
metre, rather than the usual one metre intervals. Fig.5
shows the boundary of this survey. Fig.7 is the
resistivity plot, and Fig.8 shows areas of relatively
high resistivity indicated by hatching, and the linear
features that the author considers to be significant,
superimposed on the topography of Fig.3. There is
clear evidence of a polygonal boundary enclosing
about 0.13 ha (0.32 acres) lying between the 200 cm
and 225 cm contours. Within the enclosure the greater
part, on the south side, has a number of linear
features, aligned roughly north-south and east-west,
that suggest buildings, including an 8m. square. The
north end of the enclosure appears by contrast much
less organised, and since it includes the area occupied
by George Smith's cottage (its approximate
dimensions and position are indicated on Fig.8), it
may be that its construction and later destruction
removed any evidence of earlier buildings. Although
the precise position of the cottage is uncertain, it is
interesting that its north wall appears to coincide with
the north-west boundary of the enclosure, whose
orientation differs from the other linear features,
being angled at 25 to 30 degrees to the east-west
features. This might suggest that the north part of the

The topography of the north end of Bottom Fishponds
is shown in Fig.3, by contours at 25 cm intervals and
by hachures for the steepest banks, though none
exceeds 1 in 8. The hedge on the south-west side runs
along the original course of Daniel's Brook, from
which the land rises eastwards towards Edge; the
hedge on the north-west side is next to the lane
leading to the water mill and the church, and the mill
leat (beyond a wire fence) forms the field's north and
east boundaries. There is an almost level circular area
about 40m across, lying about 2m higher than the
valley bottom, that may be natural but nevertheless
provides a suitable building platform. At its north end
was the cottage shown on the 1838 Tithe map, which
by 1882 had been demolished. This platform was seen
by the unnamed author of Ref. 37 as the site of a
castle, partly because he interpreted the shallow
valleys on its north-west and south sides as evidence
of moats, rather than entirely natural depressions,
possibly made by overflows from the mill leat. As the
east side of the platform is next to the mill leat
separating Bottom and Top Fishponds, it is reasonable
to ask whether the platform originally extended
across this man-made channel. Fig.4 shows the
ground profile along the traverse A-A' on Fig.3,
extending across the mill leat into Top Fishponds. The
sharp rise east of the leat shows that the platform lies
entirely within Bottom Fishponds.
In 2006 and 2007 two resistivity surveys were carried
out; having seen the results from the first survey the
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Fig 3 : Topography of the north end of Bottom Fishponds
Contours at 25 cm intervals; zero is near the gate at the west corner
A - A' is the traverse shown in Fig.4; X is near the 1838 cottage site

Fig 4 : The ground profile along the line A - A' in Fig.3
Bottom Fishponds is west of the mill leat, Top Fishponds is to the east
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Fig 5 : Boundaries of the areas surveyed in Bottom Fishponds
'2006/2007a' is the total area of surveys on 25.7.06 and 5.5.07 (1m. grid);
'2007b' is the area surveyed in September 2007 (0.5m. grid). The baseline
in 2006 and 2007b was the line joining the centre of the gatepost and the
field side of a fence post 63m north-east, near the old mill stream.

Fig 6 : Resistivity survey of area B in Bottom Fishponds
The results of the survey made on 25.7.06 superimposed on the NW part
of the results of the survey of 5.5.07
37

Fig 7 : Resistivity survey of the area shown as '2007b' on Fig.5
This was a re-survey in September 2007 of an area in Bottom Fishponds at
0.5m grid intervals

Fig 8 : Significant geophysical features in the Fig.3 area
Bold lines indicate linear features, possibly wall foundations.
Hatched areas have relatively high resistivity, indicating rubble spread
'X' is the approximate site of the 1838 cottage.
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enclosure was either not contemporary with the rest,
or that the remains of earlier buildings there were
used when the cottage was erected.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Conclusions
The September 2007 survey of Site B undoubtedly
provides evidence of buildings within an enclosure at
the north end of Bottom Fishponds, which in
conjunction with the few documentary clues might
suggest that this is the site of Harescombe Court, the
medieval manor house. Although the resistivity
survey of Site A is not encouraging, this alternative
site cannot be ruled out altogether, since the platforms
there must have had some purpose and its location is
quite suitable for a manor house. It is hoped that
publication of this report will lead to a more detailed
interpretation of the data found so far, or that
additional documentary evidence will be found to
locate the manor house.
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The Medieval Stained Glass in Alstone Church.
William Kyle and Bruce Watson
Introduction

shafts, topped by scalloped capitals and abaci
decorated with a line of stars.6 The chancel arch
above this level has been rebuilt in the Gothic style
(circa 1200-1530). There are squints on each side of
the arch.7 From these surviving features it is clear that
the late 12th-century church consisted of a nave and
chancel. The chancel was enlarged and rebuilt during
the 13th century, judging by the twin light, Early
English, east window.8 The stone piscina in the south
wall of the chancel is attributed to the Norman period
and the plain octagonal bowl font to the 14thcentury.9 The font was moved to its present position
in the north aisle during the 1876-80 restoration
(discussed later).

Despite the ravages of time and the efforts of
iconoclasts Gloucestershire’s churches and its
cathedral still contain some very fine examples of
medieval stained glass.1 The beautiful windows of
Cirencester and Fairford are probably the best known
examples within the county’s parish churches.
Fairford church has been recently described as ‘one of
England’s outstanding galleries of church art’.2
However, there are a number of other churches
including Alstone, where the surviving medieval
stained glass is more fragmentary and has received
little study. The aim of this article is to describe and
interpret the iconography and recent history of the
Alstone material. This work was inspired by a
decision during 2003 of the Chapelries Committee of
the Beckford Group Parochial Church Council to seek
advice concerning the releading and restoration of the
medieval stained glass. The glass was removed for
releading and conservation by Ben Sinclair of
Norgrove Studios during 2004, replaced in a new
rearrangement in its previous setting and rededicated
on 19th December 2004.3

In the 16th century a north aisle was added to the
nave; and it was in the east window of this aisle that
the presence of the stained glass fragments was first
recorded in 1818.10 The arcading of this three bay
aisle and its octagonal pillars are Perpendicular style
(circa 1400-1530). It has three, twin light, stone
mullioned windows with low oval heads, one in the
north wall and others in the east and west gable walls.
Richard Wood (died May 1557) left twenty shillings
towards the building of ‘the aisle’ of Alstone church
and 12d ‘to the high altar of Alstone church for
forgotten Christ’.11 This date is interesting as it
confirms that the aisle was still under construction
during the brief Catholic revival of Queen Mary’s
reign (1553-58), when the installation of stained glass
would have been encouraged for the first time since
the English Reformation began in 1533. However, the
Alstone glass is considered to be of 15th century date,
so if it was not present in the church during that
century then it could have been acquired from one of
the local monastic houses demolished during the
Dissolution (discussed later). In 1552 John Hooper , a
clergyman of extreme Protestant views, was
appointed Bishop of Gloucester and Worcester and
soon ordered the ‘destruction of altars, images and
other components of traditional worship’.12 So it is
quite possible that the Alstone stained glass was
damaged during this period. From the mid-16th
century the north aisle was used as the Darke family
burial place.13

St Margaret’s Church, Alstone
The church of St Margaret’s is situated within the
village of Alstone, Gloucestershire (SO 983 324).
Formerly, Alstone, Teddington and Little Washbourne
were all chapels served by Overbury church.4 The
Cotswold stone church consists of a nave, chancel,
north aisle, a south porch, with a wooden bell turret
above the nave. The earliest standing fabric is of late
Norman (circa 1140-1200) date. The two datable
Norman features are the south door and the chancel
arch. The south door has column shafts, topped by
scalloped capitals and abaci, decorated with a line of
stars, which support the tympanum. The latter is
entirely plain apart from a line of stars along its base,
but it is surrounded by an oval shaped hood with two
bands of decorative moulding. The outer band is
pellet work and the inner one is composed of zigzag
or chevron work. The upper portion of the south wall
of the nave has been rebuilt before 1818 (discussed
later), as it contains an internal offset and a lot of
reused ashlar and architectural stonework of Norman
and later date, including a male corbel head,
fragments of window mullion and four lengths of
column shaft.5 The chancel arch consists of column

In 1621 a south porch was added to the church.14 It is
probable that the windows in the church, except for
the lancets in the east wall of the chancel, the west
wall of the nave and those in the north aisle, were
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added during the 17th century. Perhaps during these
alterations the south wall of the nave was rebuilt. A
few bench pew ends and the linenfold pulpit are
probably of 17th century date too, indicating that the
interior of the church may have been reordered at the
same time that the porch and new windows were
added.15 There was another, Puritan-inspired wave of
iconoclasm during the 1640s and 1650s when many
surviving stained glass windows were smashed.16

Annunciation scenes holding a lily and facing right.
In the 15th-century Annunciation scene at Great
Malvern Priory, Worcestershire, Gabriel is kneeling,
facing right, with gold feathered wings, wearing a
jewelled cross-diadem and white robes. In his left
hand he holds a golden mace.23 Generally angels are
depicted in Perpendicular stained glass wearing
feathered costumes, white robes or amices.24
Unfortunately the way the glass is broken and the
limited size of the fragment make it impossible to tell
if the figure possessed feathered wings which would
put the interpretation as Gabriel beyond doubt. This
figure is now in five portions due to earlier damage,
shown by releading (fig 2, frags 1a-1e). Several new
facts about this scene were revealed during the 2004
releading. Firstly, the central break (across the waist
of the figure) is ancient. Secondly, the small triangular
fragment of glass in the top left-hand side of the scene
is from a different composition and may depict either
a gauntlet or scroll (fig 2, 1a). Thirdly, the head of the
kneeling figure is painted on thicker glass of modern
date (fig 2, 1b).25

By the 1870s the church was in very poor structural
condition; it was surveyed by the London architect
William Smith in August 1876 and was extensively
restored by the Tewkesbury builder Thomas Collins
over the next four years.17 During the restoration the
western gallery was removed, the north squint
unblocked, the window tracery replaced, all the
windows reglazed and releaded, all the walls stripped
of plaster and the church entirely reroofed.
Prattinton’s 1818 sketch showed a square, wooden
bell turret over the east end of the nave with a sundial
on its south face.18 This bell turret was also rebuilt
during the restoration and fitted with a clock.

2. A bearded, bare-chested, exhausted, standing figure
of Christ with cruciform nimbus and crown of thorns,
looking downwards with eyes open, hands crossed in
front of his body in a corpse-like posture, displaying
stigmata and a spear wound in his chest. To the left of
the figure is a fragment of a capital. Christ’s tomb is
probably represented by two horizontal lines visible
behind his wrists. This figure has been described as
‘Christ of Pity (right side curtailed) of usual type,
standing in the Sepulchre with hands crossed in front’
and is similar to other representations of Christ
displaying the wounds to convince doubters and
encourage devotion, as in the Mass of St Gregory.26
The Image of Pity (Imago Pietatis) is generally a
symbolic devotional image of Christ and not intended
to represent any actual incident in the Passion (e.g. the
Entombment). The usual form is a half-length figure,
upright in the tomb, with eyes open and hands crossed
to show his wounds. Such figures are sometimes
surrounded by the Instruments of the Passion and it is
possible that the curtailed capital is part of a column
or pedestal on which stood the cock associated with
Peter’s denial; an example appears on the south
screen at Wellingham church, Norfolk.27 The base of
this fragment shows that it has been trimmed or cut
down during the post-medieval period.28

The Medieval Stained Glass
In a two-light window in the south-west corner of the
nave of Alstone church are five different fragments of
medieval painted or stained glass. All the images
appear to have been produced on uncoloured or plain
glass with black outlines and yellow stain.19 The glass
had been repaired and reset in modern leading and
surrounded by diamond-shaped cathedral glass panes
dating from the 1876-80 restoration. A detailed
description of the glass was compiled by Gordon
McNeil Rushforth in 1925.20 A photograph of the
stained glass taken in 1925 and Rushforth’s notes
confirm that its arrangement was identical to figure
1.21 In 2004 the glass was reset in new leading and is
now surrounded by hand-made mouth-blown cylinder
glass. During releading the fragments were rearranged
in two separate rectangular panels with fragments 1
and 3 in the eastern light and 2, 4 and 5 in the western
light of the south-west window of the nave.
The five fragments are described in clock-wise order
(starting with the top right) in their pre-2004
arrangement (see figs 1 and 2).
1. A kneeling figure of a young man or woman (with
halo or nimbus), wearing long yellow robes with a
white mantle or outer garment facing right, holding a
lily in his or her left hand (a sign of holiness or
purity). This figure is certainly part of a much larger
scene and could have been one of a number grouped
around a central figure. However, the most plausible
interpretation is a ‘kneeling saint … Gabriel from an
Annunciation’.22 Gabriel is frequently represented in

3. An elderly bearded figure wearing long robes, a
papal crown or conical turban and a nimbus. He is
pointing to something with his left hand. Around the
figure are traces of an architectural canopy or niche.
This seated or standing figure might represent St
Gregory.29 However, there are other possibilities,
such as a biblical patriarch or prophet.30 This figure
has been described as a ‘bearded saint in a conical
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Fig 1 Photograph of stained glass

Fig 2
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Key to Photograph

turban’.31 Rushforth thought that this figure might
have been a prophet holding an inscribed scroll in his
right hand to which he is pointing with his left.32 The
base of this fragment has been trimmed during the
post-medieval period.33 As this type of turban is often
worn by Old Testament figures, this fragment might
have been derived from a Creed window, depicting
apostles and prophets.34

figures and possible themes, they could not have
originated in a single window. These themes could
have included an Annunciation and the Mass of St
Gregory the Great (circa 540-604 AD), who as Pope
in 597, sent St Augustine to Kent to convert the pagan
Saxons and so is described as ‘the apostle of the
English’. In medieval representations of the Mass of
St Gregory he is usually shown kneeling or standing
by the altar and holding the communion vessel, while
the vision of Christ appears above, standing in the
tomb, displaying his wounds and frequently
surrounded by the symbolic Instruments of the
Passion; the vision was to confirm the faith of
ministers in the Real Presence.43 Rushforth first
suggested this identification of fragment 2 and cited
for comparison the Mass of St Gregory shown on the
Pardon Brass of Roger Legh (died 1506) and his wife
Elizabeth (died 1489) in St Michael’s church,
Macclesfield, with an inscription explaining that the
pardon for five Paternosters, five Aves and one Creed
is 26,000 years and 26 days.44 If this suggestion is
correct it could mean that the stylistically similar
fragments 2 and 3 were originally part of the same
window, though the Alstone ‘Gregory’ is not in the
kneeling position or holding a vessel. Prayer in front
of a Mass of St Gregory Christ image earned huge
indulgences and it is interesting to note that the
wording of part of Richard Wood’s will of 1557
(described earlier) suggests that there may have been
an image of Christ, perhaps in a stained glass window
in the church, which had survived removal or damage
during Bishop Hooper’s iconoclasm.

4. The lower part of the torso of a standing figure
wearing white clerical robes, described by Rushforth
as ‘mass vestments’.35 The narrow diagonal shaft is
probably the lower portion of a crozier. If this
interpretation is accepted it could possibly mean that
the figure is either that of a fully robed Bishop or St
Philip (his attribute is a crozier or small cross).36 This
fragment has also been described as the ‘lower
portion of an abbot or bishop’.37
5. A small fragment of glass depicting the head of a
man wearing a black hat (pileus) or ‘academical
cap’.38 Rushforth suggested that the figure may be
one of the Four Latin Doctors, who are sometimes
depicted wearing academic instead of ecclesiastical
robes.39 The head is surrounded by a yellow
background, which may possibly represent cloth or
hangings. This tiny scene has been repaired by plating
both inside and outside with sheets of plain glass.
Hairline cracks are visible on the medieval glass.
Discussion
All the Alstone material is dated to the 15th century
on stylistic grounds, though fragment 1b is a modern
replacement.40 Ben Sinclair is of the opinion that
fragment 3 and possibly fragment 2 may be the work
of the School of John Thornton of Coventry (working
1405-33).41 When the Worcestershire Antiquarian Dr
Peter Prattinton (1776-1840) visited Alstone in
August 1818, he sketched an external view of the
church, the south door, the font, some architectural
stonework in the south wall and produced life-size
tracings of the medieval stained glass (numbers 3-5).
These fragments were described as situated in the
north light of the east window in the north aisle. He
described the subjects thus: ‘1st division Our Savr
(fig 2, 2), Bishop with nimbus below (fig 2,frag 3);
2nd division a female in a yellow dress with a palm
branch (fig 2, 1); an old figure with black cap’ (fig 2,
frag 5).42 He makes no mention of fragment 4, but he
painted it as directly under the figure with the black
cap, so he seems to have believed that they were
fragments of the same image (which they are not).

The provenance of these five surviving fragments of
medieval stained glass is not known, but it is possible
that at least some of them originated in one of the
local monastic houses and were only brought to
Alstone after the Dissolution. For instance, during c
1540-42 the parson of Stanton Church purchased a
large amount of stained glass from Hailes Abbey.45
Other stained glass removed from Hailes Abbey
during this period included three windows from the
‘dorter’, various ‘quarrels’ (panels of glass) and ‘six
horse loads of glass’.46 In 1567 the builders of the
tower of St Nicholas in neighbouring Teddington used
masonry, including the west window, which
originated from Hailes Abbey.47
The Alstone fragments were presumably gathered
together in the north aisle during an earlier releading
or repair, perhaps during the 17th century when a
number of new windows were added to the church.
The fragments were recorded in the north aisle in
1818; and subsequently, probably during the 1876-80
restoration, they were moved to their present location.

From such small fragments it is difficult to identify
positively the people or the events depicted and even
harder to determine their original setting. However, it
is clear that as the five fragments contain a variety of
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GlOUCESTER CITY COUNCIL HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT TEAM
Jonathan Smith
Since the current manager’s predecessor, Richard
Sermon, last reported, there have been significant
changes in Gloucester City Council’s provision for
management and presentation of the city’s historic
environment.

The Historic Environment Team currently has three
permanent staff. Jonathan’s role is to manage the
team, produce development control and planning
policy advice, conduct field work monitoring, and
steer the overall strategic direction of the Council’s
management,
presentation
and community
engagement with the city’s historic environment. In
addition to Jonathan, the team includes Dr Lisa Donel
and Phil Greatorex.

Following the Council’s closure of the fieldwork team
(‘Gloucester Archaeology Unit’) in March 2004, the
Unit’s offices at the old fire station on Longsmith
Street were vacated and sold. The Unit was renamed
the ‘Historic Environment Team’ in April 2004 and
was relocated to a ground floor office within the City
Museum and Art Gallery on Brunswick Street. In
addition, the finds store at the E and J Printers
building on Ladybellegate Street was also vacated and
the archives (mainly artefacts) were moved to a
temporary store in the BT repeater station building,
also on Ladybellegate Street. The Archaeology Unit’s
last field work, part of the Council’s free service to
residents carrying out domestic development, was
carried out by Mr AP Garrod in March 2004. This is
to be seen as an apt, if sad, conclusion to Gloucester
City Council’s long history of archaeological
investigation in the city, since Patrick Garrod was a
permanent fixture and, as its archaeological field
officer, a vital component of the Gloucester City
Excavation Unit (forerunner of the Archaeology
Unit) from its formation in 1973. Happily Patrick
remains a regular feature, as the most knowledgeable
of volunteers, within the present day team’s office.

Phil is the Historic Environment Record Officer. In
this role he manages the City Council’s Historic
Environment Record. He had been a project officer
with Gloucester Archaeology Unit before becoming
the Sites and Monuments Record Officer in 1997. He
has overseen the upgrade of the record with the
English Heritage supported Urban Archaeological
Database project and continues to support the Team’s
development control monitoring and advice.
Lisa joined the Gloucester Archaeology Unit in 1996
as a project officer. With the closure of the Unit in
March 2004, Lisa became the City Council’s
Community Heritage Officer. In this position, she has
built up networks with community groups with whom
she has been successfully able to encourage and lend
support in community historic environment projects:
from field work projects such as excavation and field
walking, desk-based studies and the support of
community groups producing their own exhibitions
in the City Museum.

Richard departed his post as acting Historic
Environment Manager in November 2005 to take up
the position of Planning Archaeologist with Bath and
North-East Somerset Council. The City Council froze
the resultant vacancy until October 2006 when
Jonathan Smith took up the post of Historic
Environment Manager on a permanent basis.
Jonathan arrived from Southwark Council, where he
had been their Senior Archaeological Officer having
previously been the County Planning Archaeologist
and acting County Archaeologist with Hertfordshire
County Council. His field work experience had been
with the Lancaster University Archaeological Unit
(now ‘Oxford Archaeology North’) and the
Hertfordshire
Archaeological
Trust
(now
‘Archaeological Solutions’); he had also been a
further education lecturer in archaeology and a
freelance buildings archaeologist and consultant in
NW England.

The Team, still a relatively new organisational unit, is
currently facing a number of challenges and
opportunities. Some of these are the legacy of past
archaeological investigations
(an extensive
publication and archiving backlog needs to be
addressed), general challenges facing historic
environment management nationwide (Heritage
Protection Bill, local government reform and the
Planning for a Sustainable Future White Paper) and
from situations peculiar to Gloucester. In terms of the
latter, the city is on the cusp of an intense and
extensive urban regeneration programme. This will
witness in excess of one billion pounds worth of
regeneration over the next five to ten years
throughout the city, but focussing on seven key areas.
This will inevitably have an impact on the city’s
historic environment and, already, extensive field
investigations and mitigation has been put in place in
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the Gloucester Quays area. Elsewhere, desk-based
assessments have been produced in the process of
moving towards developing further mitigation
strategies.The opportunities for further archaeological
investigation of the city will be unprecedented and the
potential for engagement of the city’s (and wider)
communities in those investigations will be
significant.

These are exciting and challenging times for the new
Historic Environment Team and for the city of
Gloucester. It is hoped that we will be able to
successfully rise to them and raise standards in the
management, presentation
and
community
engagement with the city’s historic environment.

THE FROCESTER EXCAVATION IS COMPLETED!
Martin Ecclestone

Forty years of digging at Frocester came to an end
on 23rd September 2007. And no, Eddie’s work is
not completed until Volume 3 of his report is
published next year, but this is well under way,
along with Volume 4, that deals with the history of
Frocester parish. Gadarg owes a tremendous debt to
Eddie for his untiring and well documented work
there, to his wife Ruth for her patience, to Eddie’s
mentor Captain Gracey, and to all those who helped
to excavate the site at weekends, whether beginners
or experts.

right) Peggy Fowler, Ann Maxwell, Tony Roberts
and Val Day. The second picture was taken on 16th
September, the last but one weekend, when a rather
larger than usual number of Gadarg members turned
up to celebrate Eddie’s achievement. From left to
right are John Rhodes, Ruth Price, Eddie Price,
Nigel Spry and John Lees, one of the earliest group
of diggers. Nigel Spry spoke for us all in recounting
the long story of the excavation and praising Eddie’s
tenacity, skill and careful recording of the whole
project. We all then drank toasts to Eddie and Ruth,
reminisced, and finally tidied up the site apart from
two empty bottles left for posterity at the bottom of
a Roman ditch.

The first photograph, above, is of a typical scene at
Frocester on a summer’s day; on 26th August 2007.
Eddie is sitting on the left and his helpers are (left to
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PLANNING RELATED ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN GLOUCESTER
2003-2006
Jonathan Smith
The following is a comprehensive roundup, in précis
form, of archaeological field investigations carried
out in the local authority district of Gloucester City in
the four-year period 2003-2006. All of the field work
listed was initiated by a planning application or preplanning proposal and was, therefore, carried out
under the auspices of the Government’s Planning
Policy Guidance documents sixteen and fifteen, and
the related policy within Gloucester City Council’s
Local Development Framework.

1

The site investigations are laid out in their
chronological order of start date. The information
includes each site’s postal address, its national grid
reference, the date it was carried out, the
archaeological contractor and a short summary of any
significant archaeological information gathered. The
full grey literature reports and, in the case of AP
Garrod’s investigations, site note books are available
for public view at Gloucester City Council’s Historic
Environment Team based at the City Museum,
Brunswick Road. Contact should be made with Mr
Phil Greatorex, the Historic Environment Record
Officer, on 01452 396344, to arrange a viewing.

2.

A map is appended that shows the spatial distribution
of the investigations; these are concentrated in the
medieval and Roman core of the city. A table
summarising the investigations is included at the end
of the list. This is set out alphabetically by site
address and also differentiates between the sites in
terms of positive and negative archaeological
evidence. A second table summarises the
investigations by type and contractor. There are 78
sites and 79 investigations (two investigations, an
evaluation and a subsequent watching brief, were
carried out at 67 Southgate Street).

3.

15 Foxwell Drive, Hucclecote

NGR OS 8706 1774

January 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeology was recorded during
ground works for a domestic side extension.
126 Barnwood Road, Barnwood

NGR OS 8568 1823

January 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

A limestone wall foundation, three pits and 0.5m wide
slot were recorded during ground works for a
domestic garage. Samian, amphorae and coarse
pottery sherds dated the features to the early second
century.
Coney Hill Hospital, Abbeymead Avenue,
Abbeymead

NGR OS 8607 1716

January to
December 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

Other than late nineteenth and twentieth-century
gravel pits and field boundaries, observations of the
construction of a housing estate revealed no
significant archaeology.

The second table shows that the most frequent type of
investigation, many times over, was the watching
brief. These tail off dramatically from March 2004
with the closure of the Gloucester Archaeology Unit
by Gloucester City Council and, therefore, the
cessation of a free service provided to domestic
developers. This sadly ended a rich source of both
positive and, often equally important, negative
archaeological evidence. Evaluations record a healthy
return, but of other types of investigations there is
little diversity. Only a single field walking exercise
and full, open-area excavations were conducted.
Lamentably no historic building recording was
carried out.

4.

Tuffley Park, Lower Tuffley Lane

NGR OS 8194 1555

February 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeology was recorded during
ground works for light industrial units.
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Fig 1: Archaeological Fieldwork in Gloucester 2003 - 2006
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5.

122–130 London Road

NGR OS 8434 1894

March 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

eighteenth-century forge or workshop and a
nineteenth-century sand pit. The remains of the forge
were characterised by walls constructed in 0.06m
high bricks and a mortar floor sealed by iron cinder
slag and charcoal.

Observations made during the cutting of a service
trench along the east side of the Bryant Homes
development’s access road recorded elements of the
medieval St Mary Magdalene Hospital. Elements
included a robbed out wall foundation 13.84m from
the London Road pavement and a box drain formed in
lias stone positioned 1.85m north of the above wall.
These were interpreted to be part of the front range of
the hospital.

9.

6.

10.

Fortis Insurance office, 69 London Road

NGR OS 8390 1890

March 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeology was revealed during
ground works.

119 Oxtalls Lane, Longlevens

6 Cotteswold Gardens, Longlevens

NGR OS 8508 1988

March 2003

NGR OS 8564 2014

March 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a domestic rear
extension despite a Roman brooch having been found
at the neighbouring 117 Oxtalls Lane in 1937.

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a domestic rear
extension.
11.

7.

NGR OS 8323 1829

March 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

Tyndale Methodist Chapel, 180A Lower
Barton Street

NGR OS 8393 1790

March 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

NGR OS 8318 1908

March 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

Observations made during ground reduction in
preparation for housing association development
recorded elements of a row of late seventeenth, early
eighteenth-century cottages. These had been
demolished in 1966. In addition, fifteenth or
sixteenth-century surfaces were also identified. These
were formed in smooth, lias sets.

Monitoring carried out during ground works
associated with repair of a sewer noted significant
Roman, Norman and later medieval archaeology. This
included lenses of a metalled surface dated as Roman
by the presence of Black Burnished pottery sherds,
Norman metalling dated by eleventh to twelfthcentury pottery and later medieval metalling dated by
fifteenth-century roof and floor tile fragments.
8.

63-73 St Catherine Street

City Library, Brunswick Road

12.

3 Prospect Terrace, Hempsted

NGR OS 8151 1701

April 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a domestic rear
extension.

Recording carried out during ground works for the
construction of a block of flats noted evidence of an
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13.

43 Green Lane, Hucclecote

NGR SO 87272 17020

6th May 2003

Watching brief

Gloucester Archaeology
Unit

A twentieth-century gravel working was observed in
the foundation trenches for a new music room.
18.

Land off Chamwells Walk, Longlevens

NGR SO 8499 1981

May-July 2003

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a domestic
extension.

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology

14.

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground workings for four new houses.

Land adjacent to Bristol Road, Quedgeley

NGR SO 8110 1403

May 2003

Evaluation

Foundations Archaeology

19.

An evaluation, comprising a 45m² sample (two
trenches) and carried out in advance of development,
recorded no significant archaeology other than a late
nineteenth/early twentieth-century rubbish pit.
15.

The Villa, Winneycroft Lane

NGR SO 8506 1444

3rd June 2003

Watching brief

Foundations Archaeology

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a domestic garage.

Land adjacent to Highcliffe Farmhouse,
Quedgeley

20.

16 Enbourne Close, Lower Tuffley

NGRSO 8114 1412

May 2003

NGR SO 8266 1430

June 2003

Evaluation

Foundations Archaeology

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

An evaluation, comprising a 110m² sample (four
trenches) and conducted in advance of residential
development, recorded two ditches and a possible
posthole. The ditches were medieval in date and one
contained a mid twelfth to fourteenth-century rim
sherd of Minety ware (NW Wiltshire).
16.

No significant archaeology was revealed in
foundation trenches for a domestic rear extension.
21.

NGR SO 8556 1627

June 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

11 Chapel Gardens, Quedgeley

NGR OS 8073 1317

May 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeology was revealed in
foundation trenches for a domestic front extension.

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a domestic rear
extension.
17.

42 Fieldfare, Abbeydale

22.

Barnwood C of E Primary School,
Colin Road, Barnwood

NGR SO 8576 1814

May 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

77 Kestrel Gardens, Quedgeley

NGR SO 8100 1521

June 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

A nineteenth or twentieth-century field ditch was
observed in foundation trenches for a new house.
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23.

47 Southfield Road

NGR SO 8347 1593

June 2003

medieval date, which were known to be present on the
site, were preserved in situ below the rafted
foundations of the development.

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

27.

No significant archaeology was recorded in the
foundation trenches for a rear conservatory.
24.

NGR SO 83757 19757

14th July 2003

Evaluation

Gloucester Archaeology
Unit

55 Wellcross Road

NGR SO 8398 1582

June 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

An evaluation, comprising three trenches cut in
advance of development, recorded no significant
archaeology.
28.

No significant archaeological information was
recorded in the foundation trenches for a domestic
rear extension.
25.

17-19 Estcourt Road

Land rear of 36-38 Denmark Road

24 Simmonds Road

NGR SO 8673 1702

22nd July 2003

Watching brief

Foundations Archaeology

NGR SO 8398 1929

3rd to 4th July 2003

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a domestic
extension.

Evaluation

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

29.

An evaluation, comprising a 90m² sample (four
trenches) dug in advance of a residential
development, recorded a large, east-west aligned
ditch (interpreted as a boundary) to the rear of
properties fronting the northern side of the Roman
Ermine Street within the Roman settlement. Two
further ditches, three postholes and a large number of
artefacts were further evidence of Roman occupation
activity on the site from the first to the fourth century.

NGR SO 8524 1634

July 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeology was revealed during
ground works for a domestic garage.
30.

26.

Upper Quay Street

NGR SO 8288 1871

4th and 8th July 2003

Watching brief

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

90 Stonechat Avenue, Abbeydale

Alney Island

NGR SO 82224 19576

27th July to 2nd August
2003

Watching brief

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

An undated shallow, linear feature was recorded in
the northern part of the site during removal of late
twentieth-century building rubble and river
dredgings.

Following an earlier phase of watching brief on the
residential development’s ground works in August
2002, this latter phase further identified the presence
of deposits of medieval and post-medieval date, and
of structures dating to the post-medieval period and
industrial age.

31.

The medieval deposits, encountered adjacent to
Westgate Street, were interpreted as being flood
alleviation deposits. Earlier deposits of Roman and

Land at Awebridge Way

NGR SO 854 160
Evaluation
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18th to 19th August 2003
Cotswold Archaeology

An evaluation, comprising a 285m² sample (six
trenches) in advance of development, recorded no
significant archaeology other than nineteen and
twentieth-century field boundary ditches.

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground works for a domestic side extension.
37.

32.

52 Lansdown Road

NGR SO 8431 1928

August 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

20 Linnet Close, Abbeydale

NGR SO 8516 1611

October 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground works for a rear conservatory.

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground works for a rear conservatory.
38.
33.

Linden Primary School, Linden Road

Outside 103 Hucclecote Road, Hucclecote

NGR SO 8728 1738

October 2003
AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

NGR SO 8292 1690

8th to 11th September
2003

Watching brief

Watching brief

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

The following observations were made during the
cutting of a sewer cap trench in the northern
carriageway: medieval Ermin Street alignment seen
as a cut into gravel terrace, 2.45m from modern kerb;
post-medieval widening of Hucclecote Road was seen
as three phases identified by surfacing made up of
lumps of copper slag and limestone fragments bedded
in fine, orange-buff sand-silt, secondly a similar but
more substantial metalling and lastly a surface of
rammed bunter quartzite pebbles bedded in dark silt;
an ‘H’ section tram rail of the 1901 tramline bedded
in oolitic limestone gravel; all topped off with
successive twentieth-century macadam road surfaces.

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground works for a domestic extension and garden
landscaping.
34.

121 Longford Lane, Longlevens

NGR OS 8475 2005

September 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

39.

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground works for a domestic garage extension.
35.

119 Lansdown Road

NGR SO 8447 1917

September 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

NGR SO 8489 1892

October 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground works for a domestic rear extension.
40.

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground works for a domestic side extension.
36.

2 Riversley Road

Former RAF Quedgeley

NGR SO 815 133

10th to 21st November
2003

Evaluation

Thames Valley
Archaeological Services

257 Bodiam Avenue, Tuffley

NGR SO 8155 1480

October 2003

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit
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An evaluation, comprising a 641.28m² sample
(nineteen trial trenches) and carried out in advance of
extensive residential development, recorded a range
of deposits, finds and features of varying dates. A
small amount of unstratified Roman pottery and a
possible Roman pit represent the site’s earliest
archaeology.

recorded during ground works for a domestic rear
extension.

NGR SO 8690 1692

2nd to 19th March 2004

In the southern part of the site, elements of a medieval
agricultural landscape were recorded. These included
three, possibly four, linear features dated to the
eleventh or twelfth centuries. Of the 88 pottery sherds
recovered (mainly Haresfield and Malvern Chase
wares), their abraided state indicated manuring across
the site. Unabraided wares concentrated in the southwest of the site, suggesting the proximity of
settlement.

Watching brief

Cotswold Archaeology

44.

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for the laying of a gas
main.
45.

An early post-medieval agricultural landscape was
evidenced by the presence of two linear features and
a furrow.
41.

Land rear of 67 Southgate Street

NGR SO 8300 1831

11th March 2004

Evaluation

Gloucestershire
CC Archaeology Service

A single trench excavated during a hiatus in
residential development recorded that the initial new
foundations had not destroyed any significant
archaeology.

Land at Brionne Way, Longlevens

NGR SO 84943 20552

Trevor Road, Hucclecote

20th November 2003 to
6th May 2004

Watching brief
Watching brief

Worcester CC
Archaeology Service

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works.

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for residential
development, other than areas of extant later medieval
or early post medieval ridge and furrow.

42.

46.

34 London Road (Avenue Cars Ltd)

NGR SO 83713 18797

15th January 2004

Evaluation

Gloucester Archaeology
Unit

NGR SO 8335 1750

16th to 22nd March 2004

Watching brief

Cotswold Archaeology

47.

17 Ebor Road, Barnwood

NGR SO 8514 1850

January 2004

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

Land off Farm Street

No significant archaeology was recorded during
monitoring of residential development.

An evaluation, comprising a 4m² sample (one trial
trench) and conducted in advance of development,
recorded truncation by late post-medieval cellaring.
43.

15th March to 27th May
2004

118-120 London Road

NGR SO 84317 18936

March 2004

Evaluation

110 Archaeology

An evaluation, comprising a 67.5m² sample (three
trenches) and cut in advance of development,
recorded soil deposits of a Roman burial ground
(including a single cremation), sealed by medieval
plough soil, in the southeast quarter. Artefacts
recovered included 27 Roman pottery sherds.

No significant archaeological information was
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48.

71 Denmark Road

NGR SO 8378 1930

March 2004

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

During the demolition of a building, the construction
of two blocks of flats and the realignment of Severn
Road, numerous industrial age features, deposits and
artefacts were recorded. These included wooden piles
interpreted as anchor points for an early dockside
structure with smaller piles fronting the river, the
foundations and basement storage pits of a
nineteenth-century warehouse, a collection of
architectural stone fragments within the pits and
fabric from the demolished warehouse.

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a rear wing, utility
room extension, despite proximity to a known extent
of Kingsholm (east) first-century burial ground.

52.
49.

NGR SO 8395 1925

March 2004

Watching brief

AP Garrod for Gloucester
Archaeology Unit

April 2004

Watching brief

Border Archaeology

17th and 18th May 2004

Watching brief

Cotswold Archaeology

53.

NGR SO 83829 19363

1st to 10th June 2004

Excavation

Gloucestershire
CC Archaeology Service

Due to severe post-medieval truncation, only the
deepest features and deposits survived. These
included a well, pits, ditches and possible postholes.
A large cut circular feature contained the majority of
the pottery recovered. This assemblage included
Severn Valley ware, Southern Gaul amphorae,
Kingsholm and Gloucester wares, with some Samian
wares. Other artefacts from across the site included
animal bone, worked flint, metal objects and a quern
stone fragment in addition to further pottery.

Observations during the ground works for a
residential development recorded evidence of a
Roman cemetery. Part of a human skeleton was
revealed in the centre of the site. Its east-west
alignment suggests a Christian burial that could make
it contemporary with and even part of the fourthcentury Kingsholm cemetery. The western part of the
site revealed evidence of extensive nineteenthcentury iron smelting or casting operations.

54.
51.

West Quay, Gloucester Docks

NGR SO 8265 1838

May to August 2004

Watching brief

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

High School for Girls, Denmark Road

The excavation covered the area of a proposed
extension to the school (c300m²). It recorded
evidence of Roman activity, including likely
occupation on both the northern side of Ermine Street
and to the east of the first-century fort at Kingsholm.
This was dated from the first century.

46-50 Denmark Road

NGR SO 8355 1947

NGR SO 8491 1576

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during residential development adjacent to
Moat Primary School.

Observations made during the foundation ground
works for a domestic side extension recorded
elements of the eastern suburb associated with the
Kingsholm fortress in the colonia period. Parts of a
sunken lias stone-lined flue, possibly a corn dryer or
oven was recorded on the site’s frontage. A charcoal
covered base sealed a heat-reddened natural of
alluvial loam. The flue had been back-filled with a
destruction deposit of burnt clay fragments. This
sealed a relining of the flue in lias and Tegula tile
fragments. The Roman ground surface had been
truncated by undated ploughing.
50.

Land off Juniper Avenue, Matson

38 Denmark Road
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St John’s Methodist Church, Northgate

NGR SO 8324 1864

23rd to 24th June and 1st
to 2nd July 2004

Watching brief

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for the construction of
a new lobby and toilet block
55.

Observations of shallow ground works to prepare the
surface for car parking, revealed no significant
archaeology other than a deposit described as “humic
Dark Earth”.

Gloucester Rugby Football Club,
Kingsholm

NGR SO 83459 19265
Watching Brief

59.

1st to 14th July 2004

NGR SO 83104 18632

16th August to 6th
September 2004

Watching brief

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

110 Archaeology

A watching brief during piling recorded Roman (mid
to late first century) and medieval (thirteenth or
fourteenth century) pits, Roman stratified deposits
and a first-century Roman kiln. The latter remain
preserved in situ
56.

No significant archaeology was recorded during
ground works for an extension to a commercial
property, other than a nineteenth-century, mortared
red-brick wall, a stone built wall and an undated redbrick well.

Land to east of Innsworth Lane

NGR 8555 2065

5th July 2004

Field walking

Foundations
Archaeology

60.

Field walking on a site of proposed sports pitches and
changing rooms recovered two thirteenth or
fourteenth-century pottery sherds and two Roman
sherds. Of the nineteenth-century pottery recovered,
this indicated a likely centre of activity in the western
portion of the site.
57.

Evaluation

15th to 28th July 2004 and
24th to 31st January 2005
Cotswold Archaeology

19th August to 14th
September 2004

Watching brief

Cotswold Archaeology

The Orchard, Quedgeley

NGR SO 8120 1505

31st August 2004

Evaluation

Cotswold Archaeology

An evaluation, comprising a 30m² sample (two
trenches) cut in advance of residential development,
recorded a nineteenth-century ditch likely to be part
of a field system. No earlier deposits, features or
artefacts were recorded.
62.

Car park between Southgate Street and
Gloucester Docks (Southgate Moorings)

NGR SO 8287 1824
Watching brief

NGR SO 8375 1820

61.

An evaluation, comprising ten trenches and
conducted in advance of development, recorded wellpreserved Roman deposits that included two ditches,
one of which was backfilled in the post medieval
period. The earlier phase of evaluation recorded
Roman metalled surfaces, evidence of cultivation
activity and building demolition material. A medieval
bank was interpreted as the outer line of the medieval
city boundary enclosing a thirteenth-century suburb.
58.

Asda Store, Bruton Way

No significant archaeology was observed during the
ground works for the construction of a multi-storey
car park.

Land to north of former Kwiksave site,
Worcester Street

NGR SO 8343 1881

28 Westgate Street

58-64 London Road

NGR SO 83951 18871

6th to 28th September
2004

Watching brief

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

Other than undiagnostic deposits that included
seventeenth-century pottery, no significant
archaeology was observed during the development’s
ground works.

21st to 22nd July 2004
Cotswold Archaeology
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63.

St Catherine’s Street and Park Street

NGR SO 8340 1900

28th to 29th September
2004

Evaluation

Cotswold Archaeology

recorded during ground works for new access to the
church. One inhumation was observed, but remained
preserved in situ with the new access altered to avoid
impact.
68.

An evaluation, comprising a 33.08m² sample (three
trial trenches) and carried out in advance of
development, recorded undated but probable Roman
features, including a pit and ditch. Further features
were interpreted as relating to late medieval and early
post-medieval tenements fronting Catherine Street.
64.

October 2004 to
December 2005

Watching brief

Foundations Archaeology

January 2005

Evaluation

Border Archaeology

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

18th June 2005
Foundations Archaeology

70.

101 Denmark Road

NGR SO 8360 1930

1st to 4th July 2005

Watching brief

Border Archaeology

No significant archaeology was recorded during
ground works for a domestic extension.

Black Swan Inn, 68-70 Southgate Street
71.

NGR SO 8300 1839

February 2005

Evaluation

110 Archaeology

An evaluation comprising a 16.5m² sample (one
trench) recorded a back-filled post medieval cellar.
67.

1 Park Road

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for a domestic
extension.

An evaluation, comprising a 73.8m² sample (five trial
trenches) and conducted in advance of development,
recorded the footprints of nineteenth and twentiethcentury buildings. No other significant archaeology
was revealed.
66.

Evaluation

NGR SO 8316 1814
Watching brief

169 Southgate Street

NGR SO 82849 17838

17th and 18th May 2005

69.

Observations during the ground works for a housing
estate recorded a multi-phase, relic field system, parts
of which date to the medieval and early post-medieval
periods.
65.

NGR SO 83436 18624

An evaluation, comprising a 27m² sample (two
trenches) and carried out in advance of a restaurant
and pub development, recorded structural remains of
an early nineteenth-century ‘Coach Manufactory’.
Investigation of earlier deposits was restricted by the
presence of a fuel tank and associated hydrocarbon
contamination.

Land east of Windfall Way, Elmbridge

NGR SO 8546 1865

5 Market Parade

February 2005

Watching brief

Foundations Archaeology

NGR SO 83704 18799

August 2005

Watching brief

Border Archaeology

Roman settlement activity outside the previously
known extent of the Roman town was recorded across
the site during ground works for a residential
development. Pits, ditches and a diverse array of
artefacts were recorded across the site. Two wooden
structures and 23 stakes, interpreted as a boundary
fence, were recorded in the NE area of the site. A
series of metalling deposits, forming part of a Roman
road aligned 90° to London Road, were revealed in
the south of the site. The artefacts recovered included

St Nicholas Church, Westgate Street

NGR SO 8292 1879

32 London Road

No significant archaeological information was
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town. This included in situ ramparts and associated
ditch west of Brunswick Road. Evidence of Roman
occupation within the walls included in situ
tessellated floors; features without the walls included
a number of ditches and pits in the site to the east of
Brunswick Road.

ceramic building material, pottery (including Samian
wares and Spanish amphorae), iron nails, animal bone
and an example of a melon bead. The site was
primarily dated to the first and second centuries.
72.

65 Denmark Road

NGR SO 83838 1925

6th September 2005

Evaluation

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

Late medieval and early post-medieval activity was
recorded within the town. This included elements of
the medieval Greyfriars monastery, evidenced by tiled
floor surfaces and associated deposits.
76.

An evaluation, comprising a 16.4m² sample (two trial
trenches) and carried out in advance of development,
recorded two distinct phases of Roman activity. The
features consisted of two ditches, one cut by a
probable pit and a separate gully.
73.

9th December 2005

Evaluation

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

24th to 31st January 2006

Watching brief

Oxford Archaeology

Watching brief

Border Archaeology

British Energy site, Barnwood Road

NGR SO 8639 1808

6th to 10th March 2006

Evaluation

Worcestershire CC
Archaeology Service

An evaluation, comprising a 720m² sample (nine trial
trenches) and conducted in advance of residential
development, recorded nineteenth-century quarrying
activity and remnants of a mid nineteenth-century
isolation hospital.

22-26 Northgate Street

NGR SO 8322 1857

March 2006

77.

An evaluation, comprising one trial trench cut in
advance of residential development, recorded Roman
layers (containing three pottery sherds, two of which
were Samian wares) that had suffered a degree of
truncation from later post-medieval activity.
74.

NGR SO 8443 1889

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during development ground works. It is
likely that the site was under cultivation until its
development in the later nineteenth century.

30 St Catherine Street

NGR SO 83333 19048

138 London Road

78.

Gloucester Music Library, Greyfriars

Observations during geological test-pitting noted
deep deposits of medieval and post-medieval madeground.

NGR SO 83132 18370

10th to 27th April 2006

Watching brief

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

75.

No significant archaeological information was
recorded during ground works for the construction of
an access ramp.

GlosCAT, Brunswick Road

NGR SO 8320 1830

1st to 22nd February 2006

Evaluation

Cotswold Archaeology

An evaluation, comprising 21 trial trenches and test
pits across the site, split either side of Brunswick
Road, recorded significant deposits, features and
artefacts from the Roman and medieval periods.
The evaluation recorded elements of the defensive
circuit of the Roman, medieval and post-medieval
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Site address

Investigation

No.

Abbeymead Avenue, Coney Hill Hospital

Watching brief

3

Alney Island

Watching brief

30

Awebridge Way

Evaluation

31

Barnwood Road, 126

Watching brief

2

Barnwood Road, British Energy site

Evaluation

77

Bodiam Avenue, 257

Watching brief

36

Brionne Way

Watching brief

41

Bristol Road, Quedgeley

Evaluation

14

Brunswick Road, GlosCAT

Evaluation

75

Brunswick Road, City Library

Watching brief

7

Bruton Way, Asda Store site

Watching brief

60

Chapel Gardens, 11

Watching brief

16

Chamwells Walk

Watching brief

18

Colin Road, Barnwood C of E Primary School

Watching brief

17

Cotteswold Gardens, 6

Watching brief

10

Denmark Road, 36-38

Evaluation

25

Denmark Road, 38

Watching brief

49

Denmark Road, 46-50

Watching brief

50

Denmark Road, 65

Evaluation

72

Denmark Road, 71

Watching brief

48

Denmark Road, 101

Watching brief

70

Denmark Road, High School for Girls

Excavation

53

Ebor Road, 17

Watching brief

43

Enbourne Close, 16

Watching brief

20

Estcourt Road, 17-19

Evaluation

27

Farm Street

Watching brief

46

Fieldfare Avenue, 42

Watching brief

21

Foxwell Drive, 15

Watching brief

1

Green Lane, 43

Watching brief

13

Greyfriars, Gloucester Music Library

Watching brief

78

Highcliffe Farm, Quedgeley

Evaluation

15

Hucclecote Road, 103

Watching brief

38

Innsworth Lane

Field walking

56

Juniper Avenue

Watching brief

52

Kestrel Gardens, 77

Watching brief

22

Kingsholm, Gloucester Rugby Football Club

Watching brief

55

Lansdown Road, 52

Watching brief

32

Lansdown Road, 119

Watching brief

35

Linden Road, Linden County Primary School

Watching brief

33

Table 1:

Summary of Investigations 2003-2006 (positive evidence in bold)
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Site address

Investigation

No.

Linnet Close, 20

Watching brief

37

Longford Lane, 121

Watching brief

34

London Road, 32

Watching brief

71

London Road, 34 (Avenue Cars Ltd)

Evaluation

42

London Road, 58-64

Watching brief

62

London Road, 69 (Fortis Insurance office)

Watching brief

9

London Road, 118-120

Evaluation

47

London Road, 122-130 (Bryant Homes)

Watching brief

5

London Road, 138

Watching brief

76

Lower Barton Street, 180A Tyndale Methodist Chapel

Watching brief

8

Lower Tuffley Lane, Tuffley Park

Watching brief

4

Market Parade, 5

Evaluation

68

Northgate Street, 22-26

Watching brief

74

Northgate Street, St Johns Methodist Church

Watching brief

54

The Orchard, Quedgeley

Evaluation

61

Oxtalls Lane, 119

Watching brief

6

Park Road, 1

Watching brief

69

Park Street and St Catherine Street

Evaluation

63

Prospect Terrace, 3

Watching brief

12

Former RAF Quedgeley

Evaluation

40

Riversley Road, 2

Watching brief

39

St Catherine Street, 30

Evaluation

73

St Catherine Street, 63-73

Watching brief

11

St Catherine Street and Park Street

Evaluation

63

Simmonds Road, 24

Watching brief

28

Southfield Road, 47

Watching brief

23

Southgate Street, 67

Evaluation and watching
45
brief

Southgate Street, 68-70 Black Swan Inn

Evaluation

66

Southgate Street, 169

Evaluation

65

Southgate Street (Southgate Moorings car park)

Watching brief

58

Stonechat Avenue, 90

Watching brief

29

Trevor Road

Watching brief

44

Upper Quay Street

Watching brief

26

Wellcross Road, 55

Watching brief

24

Westgate Street, 28

Watching brief

59

Westgate Street, St Nicholas Church

Watching brief

67

West Quay, Gloucester Docks

Watching brief

51

Windfall Way

Watching brief

64

Winneycroft Lane, The Villa

Watching brief

19

Worcester Street, former Kwicksave site

Evaluation

57

Table 1 continued
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Totals

Watching Briefs

Field Walking

Excavation

Evaluation

Building
Recording

Archaeological Contractor

110 Archaeology

0

2

0

0

1

3

Border Archaeology

0

1

0

0

4

5

Cotswold Archaeology

0

5

0

0

6

11

Foundations Archaeology

0

2

0

1

5

8

Gloucester Archaeology Unit

0

2

0

0

32

34

Gloucestershire CC
Archaeology Service

0

5

1

0

8

14

Oxford Archaeology

0

0

0

0

1

1

Thames Valley Archaeological
Service

0

1

0

0

0

1

Worcestershire CC Historic
Environment and Archaeology
Service

0

1

0

0

1

2

Total

0

19

1

1

58
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Table 2: Summary of investigations 2003-2006 by type and contractor
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Receipts and Payments for year ending 28 February 2007
Income

Member' Subscriptions
Contributions at Meetings inc Non-Members
Glevensis
Coach Outing
Bank Interest Treasurer's Account
High Interest Account
CAF Cash Account for Publication Fund
Income Tax Refund
Auction/Raffle at Xmas Party etc
Donations
Abbey Lawns Trust
N Spry Publication of Report
Others

2006-2007
£

2005-2006
£

1834.00
5.50
116.00
575.00
0.93
40.66
708.02
295.82
11.00

1870.22
53.80
169.30
462.00
2.54
43.96
683.93
334.51
22.10
200.00

200.00
18.00

Total Income

3,786.93

3,860.36

Expenditure

2006-2007
£

2005-2006
£

Lecturer's Expenses, Fees, Donations and Gifts
Accommodation
Affiliation Fees
Insurance
Postage
Coach Outing
Printing
Glevensis
Other
Photocopying & Stationery
Advertising
Internet Site Host Rental
Miscellaneous
Pre-publication expenses - St Mary's
Other

146.00
287.50
82.00
269.63
260.58
581.00
421.00
45.00
124.25
13.80
30.00
9.98

165.00
112.50
80.00
266.63
301.77
407.00
384.00
45.00
289.67
10.00
30.00
85.82
6.30

Total Expenditure

2,270.74

2,183.69

Gross Surplus
Less CAFCash Interest to Publication Fund,
Transferred to Accumulated Fund

1,516.19
708.02
808.17

1,676.67
683.93
992.74

2006-2007
£

2005-2006
£

Statement of Assets and L:iabilities as at 28 February 2007
Current Assets

Bank Accounts

Treasurer's Account
High Interest
CAFCash Account

Total Assets
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3,132.99
1,697.61
17,991.99

2,365.48
1,656.95
17,283.97

22,822.59

21,306.40

Accumulated Fund

2006-2007
£

2005-2006
£

Brought forward from last year
Plus Gross surplus less interst on CAFCash Account

4,022.43
808.17

3,029.69
992.74

Sub Total

4,830.60

4,022.43

17,283.97
708.02

16,600.04
683.93

17,991.99

17,283.97

22,822.59

21,306.40

Publication Fund
Brought forward from last year
Plus surplus from the year
Sub total
Total Assets
Notes
1. The subscription total includes 20 (8) subscriptions £226 (£85) paid in advance.
2. The Publication Fund is the money from the Frocester Publication Fund in 2001 and is earmarked for Vols 3
and 4 and subsequently other publications.
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